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RESTRUCTURING AGRICULTURE IN CENTRAL EUROPE AND THE SOVIET UNION;  
BUDAPEST. OCTOBER 21-23. 1990  

Briefing Note 

The Conference was well organised and attended by some 300 
delegates in all. Virtually all the East or Central European 
countries were represented at Ministerial level (most commonly at 
Vice-Ministerial level, although the new Polish Minister of 
Agriculture attended and the Hungarians as hosts provided a range 
of Ministers, the most senior being the finance Minister, Mr. 
Rabar). For the USSR, Mr. Siderenko (Ukraine) and a Lithuanian 
Minister were the Ministerial representatives. Apart from Walter, 
Kittel (German Ministry of Agriculture) and Denise Norman (Minister 
of Transport, Zimbabwe), Ministers from Western countries did not 
attend.  However there was a good level of representation by top 
managers from the commercial sector (particularly the US) and 
senior officials from agricultural, trade and overseas aid 
departments. The UK was well represented, amongst others and 
Canada was represented by Mr. Allan Gratias and Mr. Maurice Hladik 
and Sam Elkady. 

Lord Plumb, Chairman (IPC), kept the Conference hard at work 
in formal session for the two full days of the formal agenda (copy 
attached, amended to show last-minute drop outs) and Sunday 
evening. Despite the attempt to concentrate on specific aspects 
of the reform process, each of the six sessions tended to produce 
messages for the USSR, East and Central European delegates, namely 
that only commercial activities, founded on mutual benefit, will 
be able to provide the scale of investment and technology transfers 
needed to achieve the desired economic reforms; that the reforming 
countries are competing not only between themselves but with other 
overseas countries for Western commercial capital and resources 
(whose investment has to be justified to shareholders and very 
critical stock markets); that political, economic and legal 
uncertainties or changes of approach discourage commercial 
interest; that changing management attitudes as well as aptitudes 
and skills will be needed at all levels, over a much longer time 
scale than might at first sight appear; and that the right macro-
economic policies must be adopted to support the move to a market 
economy. 

If anything the Conference perhaps rather over-emphasised the 
need to progress on all these fronts, with the business sector in 
particular, tending to press for minimal risk whilst gontinuing to 
seek profits more compatible with high risk ventures. It was not 
until the last session, with a very impressive address and 
responses to questions by Mr. Rabar of Hungary (whose performance 
apparently did much to restore his flagging personal prestige in 
Hungary) that the balance was redressed to some extent. 
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The final session was also notable for the emergence of the
GATT negotiations, and the Community's non-position, as a
substantive conference issue (although it had been keenly debated
on the margins of the conference. Walter Kittel (Germany) spoke
a great deal on the German Resolution adopted at the Agriculture
Council of EEC on 19 October. Brian Chamberlain (Special Trade
Envoy for New Zealand) led the attack, referring to the CAP as a
"monster" despised by the rest of the world" whose cost was carried
by the farmers of the rest of the world, particularly developing
country farmers. The Americans (surprisingly) and Japanese kept
their heads down in this session; the East and Central Europeans
made clear (picking up Bylinski's response from the first session)
that they would develop their own market institutions having regard
to their circumstances as well as their objective of EC membership,
but would use these mechanism to support prices at levels they
could afford. (This is likely to be much closer to world prices
than to EC prices).

The final communique (attached) was agreed to without debate.
Despite pressures for a further similar conference in 12 to 18
months' time, to review where the reforms stand, I gained the
impression from private discussions that the IPC at present is
thinking more in terms of organising an annual summer school for
either government officials/policy makers from these countries, or
possibly for enterprise managers, to enable experiences to be
shared on the conduct and promotion of the reform process. I
consider this would be a valuable initiative, particularly if
concentrated on policy makers, and we should consider supporting
in view of the likely spin-off in terms of influence and contacts
it could generate for us.

A session by session summary report along with the text of a
most interesting speech are also available.

Sam Elkady
Agri-Food Division
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RESTRUCTURING AGRICULTURE IN CENTRAL EUROPE AND THE SOVIET UNION: 
IPC CONFERENCE, BUDAPEST: 21-23 OCTOBER 1990 

SESSIONS SUMMARY 

GENERAL 

1. The Conference proceedings will be edited by the IPC 
Secretariat and published as a book at the end of November. The 
price is $35.00 and a copy can be obtained. 

2. The IPC produced extremely useful country papers as 
background, outlining the development of agriculture and food 
production; policies; and structures since the end of the First 
World War (or earlier for some countries). These are attached. 
They should be retained for background briefing/speech 
material/country papers for the trade. 

FIRST SESSION 

3. Sir Michael Franklin, former Permanent Secretary of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (U.K.) got the formal agenda off 
to a good start with some penetrating questions to be addressed and 
good control over his speakers and time. Mr. Bylinski's (Minister 
of Agriculture, Forestry and Food Economy (Poland)) speech was read 
over by Jerzy Ruszkowski. It contained no new information (text 
available if required) although clearly drew heavily on the World 
Bank/Government of Poland/EC Commission Agricultural Strategy 
Report. 

4. Dr. Nicholeae Stefan (ex Minister of Agriculture • 
(Romania)) spoke authoritatively about the agricultural policies 
being adopted in Romania, particularly in relation to foreign 
investment which seems to attract very generous tax and 
repatriation terms. A copy of his speech is attached. I consider 
this would be a very suitable document to make available to the 
trade. The Americans are pouring commercial effort into Romania 
if the Company representatives I met in Budapest were to be 
believed. 

5. Federal Vice Minister Adamec gave an equally detailed 
speech (attached) about Czechoslovakian reform. This also could 
be disseminated to our trade. However, the Czechs are clearly 
still proceeding very cautiously and will keep subsidies in 
operation. 	He explained some very interesting Ipolicies on 
establishment of a market based economy in land. 

6. John Mitchell (ICI) responded by warning that consumer 
demand might not emerge as quickly as hoped from its present 
depressed state. He made his usual points about the even greater 
need to demonopolise distribution systems than production systems. 
Bill Mason (also reacting) made clear that Western food processors' 
initial interest in Eastern and Central European countries would 
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be as sources of supply of primary commodities provided  quality and 
safety standards could be met. He fired the first shots on 
investment protection. 

7. In the Q&A session (the only substantial one of the whole 
conference), von Cramon-Tabadel (Kiel University) asked the $64,000 
question on the support price objective E/C European countries were 
aiming at, i.e. Community or world. Bylinski gave a good answer, 
that they wanted similar support mechanisms to the Community which 
they would use to defend prices they could afford (politically as 
well as economically). 

SECOND SESSION 

8. Preceded by an address from Richard Crowder (USDA Under 
Secretary) who touched on GATT and the impact of the CAP on 
developing countries (and, by implicit analogy, E/C European 
countries). 

9. Piquantly, Claude Villain chaired the following session. 
He explained fairly gently that the Americans always over-
simplified things, did not understand the rural social perspective 
in Europe and invited the delegates to consider not whether the US, 
EC or New Zealand economic models for agriculture should be adopted 
by E/C (East and Central) European countries but whether there were 
lessons or aspects from these different systems which could be 
useful (and applied) in E/C Europe and the USSR. 

10. Professor Csaki's speech (copy available if required) was 
more analytical than prescriptive. The really interesting point 
that emerged was that the Hungarian agricultural land reform 
compromise had been stopped dead in its tracks by the highest 
constitutional law body in Hungary ruling that the Government could 
not draw an arbitrary line, based on a date, between those land 
owners who could apply to have their land back and those (the 
Church, aristocracy and large estate owners) who could not. 

11. Vice Marshall of the Polish Senate, Stelmachowski again 
gave a consummate political speech (text available) without taking 
us much further forward. A welcome and enjoyable contribution 
nevertheless. 

12. Alexi Emeljanov (member of the Supreme Soviet) gave a 
highly political speech. Much of the initial impact was lost due 
to translation difficulties, in the course of which it was revealed 
by the interpreters that Russian to English translatign was being 
accomplished by our Hungarian to English translator to his 
colleague translating from Russian to Hungarian! 

13. By the time Gale Johnson (University of Chicago), Judith 
Symonds (Ruder-Fin, USA), Brian Fisher (Australian Bureau of 
Agriculture and Resource Economies) and Gerard Viatte (OECD) had 
reacted, no time was left for questions. The reactors divided 
their comments between protection of commercial investment and the 



extent to' which agricultural production and protection and
enhancement of rural environments and economies could be addressed
through the same policy mechanisms .

THIRD SESSION

14 . David Swanson' (Central Soya, USA) spoke eloquently but
the content failed utterly to register in my notes . Dale Hathaway
(National Centre for Food and Agricultural Policy, USA) emphasised
the need for healthy macro-economics if commercial relations were
to succeed ; and developed from this a coherent distinction between
the paper and separate roles of government and commerce in economic
affairs . However, this was .by no means an academic treatise since
Mr. Hathaway has clearly had direct experience of the oft-blurred
dividing line between Government and commerce in the field of
overseas (and possibly domestic) .trade promotion .

15 . Reacting, Gabriel Janovski (Rural Solidarity) entered his
routine pleas for support to their European Union Bank (text of
speech available) and his pitch that they are the only true
representative of the rural economy in Poland . Mr . Penn (Sparks
Commodities Inc .) gave a lengthy shopping - list of commercial
desiderata to be met to attract overseas investment . Oleg Klimov
(Exporthleb, USSR) spoke most interestingly about the managerial
vacuum in Soviet farming, presumably starting from Stalin's
deliberate extermination of the Kulegs (peasant gang masters) and
the need to tackle the lack of storage, high wastage, high
inflation, etc . affecting Soviet agriculture . It was a very
realistic speech whose text is very interesting to read .

16 . In questions, Mr. Fryer .•'from Monsanto said Western
Governments should do more to guarantee commercial investments by
Western companies seeking profits in the USSR . Mr . Senn (India)
berated governments and companies who sought to interfere in the
Soviet Union's internal affairs by dealing directly with the
Republics and by passing the centre .

17. Mr. Siderenko gave a good speech at the Conference
dinner, essentially pleading for sectoral aid but steering away
from the Food Consortium's activities (attached) .

FOURTH SESSION ITUESDAY 23 OCTOBER)

18 . Emil Dufala (Agricultural Co-operative Association, CSFR)
outlined the history of Czechoslovakian co-operatives,and sketched
.out possible future developments, including evolution into Agrarian
Chambers of Commerce and Industry and the overseas financial and
technical aid needed to achieve these aims . Laszlo Sarossy
(Hungarian Secretary of State (Agriculture)) outlined plans to
abolish subsidies in three years and ; ace the Courts' ruling to
restore private land ownership . Aid'priorities were management
training, professional training, establishment of an advisory
service, and concentration on high value export crops . George
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Osypowicz (Donau Trading Corporation, Poland) described the
constraints his company perceived in the organisation and structure
of Polish agriculture which prevented restoration of their post-
war export position (text available).

19. Reacting, Mr. Maki (Japan International Co-operation
Agency) explained what aid Japan had provided (no surprises). Mr.
Hawrylyshyn (IMI, Kiev) urged overseas governments and companies
to work directly with the Soviet Republics (particularly Ukraine)
within an A11-Union macro-economic framework. He was particularly
keen to see large numbers of Ukrainian farmers and students working
abroad to gain practical management experience (and a foreign
currency stake!) to bring back for the benefit of the Ukraine.
Marc Franco (Commission) gave a customarily level-headed and
sensible performance on the PHARE programme approach and G24 co-
ordination and the need to let the E/C European countries determine
their own priorities and approaches. For this he won praise from
Mr. Semm. Mr. Lafourcade (World Bank) also addressed the session,
outlining the World Bank's involvement with the USSR/E/C European
countries. A Bulgarian academic offered to host the 1991 version
of the present conference.

20. Mr. Denise Norman (Zimbabwe) explained some of the
problems encountered in Zimbabwe in achieving agricultural
potential amongst the range of farmers found in the country and
made a plea for Southern Africa to be fully accepted in the world
community.

FIFTH SESSION

21. Mr. Johnson (Pioneer Hibred) managed to find a further
commercial requirement for investment - intellectual property
protection and adequate plant breeders rights (text available).
Simon Harris (British Sugar) quite obviously drawing on joint
venture experience in Poland, provided another daunting list of
criteria to attract investment, as did Marcia Wiss (Kaplan, Russin
and Vecchi, Washington).

22. Mr. Dabrowski made little impact on me, other than by
losing his Vice-Ministerial post in the Polish Ministry of Finance
after the programme had gone to print. Andrei Sizor (Soviet
Academy of Sciences) spoke well, putting the centralist argument
and the critical need to do something about food processing and
distribution in collaboration with the West. However, the star
turn was Ferenc Rabar (Hungarian Minister of Finance) who turned
in a very adroit, sure-footed and humorous performance,
particularly on questions, which disarmed his audience and
certainly helped redress the concept of mutual benefit (and risk)
in joint ventures and other forms of commercial co-operation which
had been somewhat obscured. Mr. Rabar also dealt very well with
the justifiable criticism from the floor that environmental
considerations and concerns had also been overlooked during the
discussions..
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SIXTH SESSION 

23. 	A commendably high turn out for this session too. 
Unfortunately, it was poorly chaired by Janos Nyerges and perhaps 
had too many main speakers. A text is available of the speeches 
by Mr. cosse (General Planning Commission, France). The texts of 
Mr. Kittel's speech (attached) and Brian Chamberlain's (attached) 
were pruned heavily as shown. My separate note to the Minister 
gives the flavour. Laszlo Vajda (Foreign Trade Section, Hungarian 
Ministry of Agriculture) gave a very competent speech outlining the 
advantages of investing in Hungary. Mr. Heikki Haavisto (IFAP) 
drew attention to the need to involve farmers in the debate on 
policies. Mr. Zorregueto (Agrentinian Sugar Producers) gave a very 
long speech criticising world sugar pricing and production 
policies. Mr. Yakar •(IPC, Algeria) from the floor gave an even 
longer speech promoting his North-South Conference (and book) in 
Hungary in December. The Chairman then attempted to control 
questions from the floor and was eventually put out of his misery 
by Lord Plumb who steered the final communique. 
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International 
Policy 

Council 
on 

Agriculture 
and 

Trade 

Final Communique 

from the 

Conference on Restructuring Agriculture and Food Systems:Central 

and Eastern Europe and the USSR 

1) 	Delegates. meeting in Budapest on October 21-23. 1990 at 

the conference organized by the International Policy 

Council and hosted by the Sudaoest University of Economics, 

share the universal enthusiam for the economic and 

political transformation now taking place in the countries 

of eastern and central Europe and the USSR. 

2) 	In this process. the success of reform in the food and 

agricultural sectors is vital. Given the political 

significance of food prices and supplies. the sector's 

importance to the overall economy, its ability to produce 

a rapid economic response, and to improve standards of 

livino and the balance of payments. the conference 

delegates believe that the agriculture and food system has 

a leading role to play in the economic transformation of 

the reoion. It is therefore appropriate that it receives 

priority attention in both domestic Policies and 

international assistance. 

3) 	All countries in the region share the wish to develop a 

market -based  agriculture and food sector. Each will pursue 

these goals differently, according to their individual 

circumstances and the political consensus which they 
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Final Communique...

secure. But all governments need oolicies which are clear

and consistent, leading to price and market liberalization,

the creation of competitive conditions. and a stable

framework, notably for the right to land and other assets.

Reform must cover not only production, but the whole food

chain, from field to shop. There was general agreement that

a successfull development of the sector will be possible

only if governments provide a sound macro-economic base.

4) The task of bringing about these necessary reforms lies

mainly with the government and peoples of eastern and

central Europe and the USSR. Clearly, transitional measures

will be required because of the magnitude of the changes

involved. However, care should be taken that transitional

measures do not undermine the objectives. Governments must

create a proper institutional environment. including

banking and credit facilities, marketing structures, and

ready access to market information. Producers and others

involved in the sector will need to be able to create

cooperatives and other types of commercial ventures.

Success will depend on the skills and attitudes of all

those involved in the sector whether as farmers.

processors, or distributors. Thus. technical and management

training has a key role to play.

5) Much of the investment required will be eenerated

internally. However. outside investment and assistance

plays and will continue to play an important role. Both

public and private investors will need a secure legal

framework within which to operate. If this is put in

- m o r e -
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Final Communique... 

Place. 	deleciates 	to the conference 	can see man y  

opportunities for useful business development, foreion 

investment and trade. with downstream investment in food 

processing and distribution being at least as important as 

in agriculture itself. 

6) 	While the West can certainly increase financial and 

technical assistance, delegates believe that of even 

oreater importance is the creation of greater market access 

for exports from central Europe and the USSR, and the 

maintenence of a liberal trading system. This cives  added 

urgency to a successful outcome to the current aoricultural 

negotiations in the Uruguay Round of the GATT. 

7) 	Delegates recognize  the magnitude  of the tasks involved in 

bringing about the transformation of the agricultural and 

food sectors in the regibn but are encouraoed by the 

changes that have already begun. No one model or 'panacea 

exists but the exchange of ideas and experience can help to 

produce good results and avoid the mistakes of others. The 

conference has contributed to this process by providino a 

timely opportunity for government. farm. business and 

academic leaders from all countries in the region to have 

a serious exchange of views, and by increasing Western 

countries understanding of the problems and opportunities 

which are developino. This process of communication both 

internally throughout the whole of societly and among 

nations remains important, and the International Policy 

Council intends to continue to facilitate that 

communication. 

* 	# # 
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A BRIEF OVERIVÉW OF HUNGARIAN AGRICULTURE 

Darren Walhof 
Sumer Associate, International Policy Council on Agriculture and Trade 

1918-1939  

During the interwar period, Hurl.: , remained an agrarian society with 

an agricultural system that was largely 	in nature. Sixty percent of 

the working population was engaged in farm-related work, growing over 

thirty different crops and producing enough to make Hungary a net exporter 

of agricultural products. The vast majority of farm workers, however, 

owned no land, while roughly four percent of the population owned two-

thirds of the land (Fischer and Uren, 19). Yet, this concentration of land 

ownership did not result in the advantages usually associated with large-

scale operations. Productive efficiency was very low, and production was 

not adjusted to the demand for food of nutritional value. Of those who 

owned the remaining third of the land, most owned less than six hectares 

(Volgyes, "Modernization" 109). So, as Ferenc Fekete observes, "at the 

saine time, Hungary experienced the prevalence of farms which were too large 

to cultivate intensely and of farms which were too small to operate 

efficiently" (Fekete 23). 

Paper prepared for International  Policy Council on Agriculture and 

Trade Conference on Restructuring Agriculture and Food in Central Europe 

and the USSR, Budapest, Hungary, October 21-24, 1990. 
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Land reform was promised to the landless peasants again and again 

during the interwar period. A few feeble attempts were made at reform, 

most notably in 1920, but for the most part, the promises were used as a 

tool by various political parties to gain electoral support among the 

peasants, and few structural changes were made prior to World War II. 

World War II and Early Stalinist Period 

The war devastated rural Hungary. One half of the livestock and one 

third of the machine and tool equipment were destroyed. Total material 

losses for the nation were estimated to be about seven years' aggregate 

national income. The death of over 400,000 Hungarians caused a severe 

labor shortage, and food distribution came to a standstill (Fekete 25). 

In 1945 another land reform program was initiated by a ruling 

coalition of the Smallholder, Social Democratic, National Peasant, and 

Communist parties. This time the effort was relatively succéssful, and by 

the end of the year, 34.6 percent of all arable land had been divided up. 

Holdings of less than eleven acres increased from 19.2 percent to 39 

percent, and the acreage held in estates of more than 284 acres decreased 

from 43.1 percent to 16.5 percent. Those who benefitted most were the 

landless peasants, although the quality of life for most did not improve 

noticeably, mainly because the plots given them were too small to provide 

adequate income. More than one million peasants still owned less than 2.5 

hectares, and over 500,000 peasants were still without land. Consumption 

levels were no higher in 1949 than they were in 1940. Livestock production 

reached pre-war levels by 1949, but grain yields remained low (Volgyes, 

"Dynamic Change" 367). 

By August 1949, the Hungarian Workers Party had gained sole control of 

the Hungarian government and had set up a government and economic system 
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closely modeled after its Stalinist prototype in the Soviet Union. The 

first five-year plan called for the intensive development of heavy industry 

and for the collectivization of agriculture. The methods of 

collectivization were cruel and coercive. Peasant farmers were given 

compulsory delivery figures at very low prices. If the peasant failed to 

make delivery, his land and property were confiscated. If he somehow 

managed to make the delivery quota, his quota levels were raised. Ivan 

volgyes writes, "And while it is true that ( the brutality in Hungary) did 

not match the brutality of the Soviet collectivization drive of the 1930's, 

it certainly came close to it" (Volgyes, "Dynamic Change" 372). 

The attempt at collectivization was an abysmal_failure. By 1953, only 

one third of the peasant population had joined the collective farms, many 

of whom had been landless. Of those who had owned land, many were so 

demoralized at the loss of their land that they refused to work. Private 

peasant households produced twenty percent more per hectare than did the 

state and collective farms. Total agricultural production volume in 1950 

was 89 percent of what it had been before the war, and Hungary became a net 

importer of grain (Fischer, "Agriculture and Rural Development," 32). 

After the death of Stalin in March 1953 and with the ascent to power 

of Imre Nagy, forcible collectivization was ended. In May 1954, the Third 

Party Congress decided to focus on strengthening existing cooperatives 

while allowing anyone who wanted to leave a cooperative to do so. The 

number of cooperative members soon decreased from over 369 thousand to just 

under 230 thousand. Forcible collectivization was resumed in August 1955, 

however, at the order of Matyas Rakosi who replaced Nagy as General 

Secretary of the Communist party. Again, the collectivization program 

failed as many peasahts who were forced to give up their land simply moved 

to the urban centers to seek jobs in the industrial sector. The 
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collectives were,left with poor leadership, demoralized workers, and a 

severe labor shortage. 

Revolution and the Zarly 1960e  

By July 1956, Rakosi had been removed at Moscow's order, and Nagy was 

again in charge. Collectivization was abandoned, and Nagy, under pressure 

from the revolutionaries, instituted a number of economic and political 

reforms. The amount of socialized land fell to eleven percent of the 

total, employing 6.1 percent of the agrarian workers. Private farmers 

enjoyed standards of living equal to or better than industrial workers and 

much better than those on collectives. These farmers also enjoyed freedom 

in marketing almost seventy percent of their agricultural products 

(volgyes, "Dynamic Change" 385). 

After suppressing the Hungarian revolution in November, the Soviets 

established Janos Kadar as head of the Party. 	It was not until December 

7, 1958, however, that the Central Committee announced that its goal was 

the "socialist transformation of the countryside." A new collectivization 

campaign was launched, using incentives and increased investment along with 

"administrative pressures." This time collectivization was swift and 

complete: by 1962, over ninety percent of arable land had been socialized 

and over one million farmers were members of cooperatives. In November of 

that year, the Eighth Congress of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party 

(formerly the Hungarian Workers' Party) declared that collectivization had 

been completed and that the foundations had been laid for the construction 

of a fully socialist society (Kovrig 80). 

Between 1962 and 1968, the agricultural situation in Hungary changed 

little. Grain production had reached pre-war levels by 1959, and more or 

less stayed at these levels through 1968. Grain imports slowly decreased 
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and livestock-exports slowly increased . The cooperatives and state farms

continued to be plagued by poor leadership and a lack of sufficient capital

for inputs such as machinery and fertilizer . Morale was low among workers

which led to poor performance and inefficiency . The small number of

private farms continued to produce proportionately more than the

collectives, especially in livestock and fruits and vegetables .

The New Economic Mechanism

Partly in response to economic stagnation and decline in Hungary, a

reform of the entire economic structure, called the New Economic

Mechanism," was launched in 1968 . The NEM introduced some elements of a

market economy, including decentralized planning and an emphasis on

managerial expertise, productivity, and competitiveness in the world

market . In the agricultural sector, the government proclaimed that state

farms and cooperatives were equally valuablé (the Soviets maintained that

state farms were superior), and the amount of state investment in the

cooperatives increased significantly . Cooperative members were given the

right to elect their own officers, and the work week was limited to 48

hours . Cooperatives were also allowed to make decisions about what to

produce, to make contracts with state enterprises, and to purchase and own

machinery . Prices for many commodities were freed of centralized

regulations and allowed, for the most part, to follow the market . In an

effort to eliminate the negative agricultural trade balance, incentivesI

were introduced for the production of exportable commodities .

What followed was several years of rapid growth in Hungarian

agriculture . Fertilizer use increased from 112 to 276 kilograms per

hectare between 1968 and 1975 . Total grain production rose from 7 . 6

million tons in 1970 to 13 .8 million tons in 1980 . Wheat yields increased
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from 2.14 to.4.76 tons per hectare over the same period. Hungary once 

again became a net grain exporter, after having been a net grain importer 

since the war. Meat and vegetable production also grew quite rapidly, as 

did consumption of these products (Agricultural Statistics 40,42). 

An interesting aspect of the tremendous growth in Hungarian 

agriculture in the 1970s is the role of the household plots of the 

cooperative members. As a means of transition during collectivization, the 

government allowed the peasants joining a cooperative to retain a very 

small piece of land, usually located immediately around the peasant's house 

(hence the term "household plot"), for the purpose of growing products for 

consumption by the peasant's family. The small-scale production of 

livestock and fruits and vegetables on these plots continued during the 

sixties as a more or less unrecognized portion of the agricultural system. 

As part of the New Economic Mechanism in 1968, however, the government 

officially recognized the household plots as an important part of the 

Hungarian agricultural sector and began to seek out ways to integrate these 

private efforts into the national productive effort. For example, the 48- 

hour work week aided in this effort by giving agricultural workers more 

time to work on their own plots. Furthermore, official recognition by the 

government led to . easier access to capital and inputs, particularly 

fertilizer. 

The direction of small-scale and household plot farming changed from 

economic self-sufficiency to market orientation. Their output is 

impressive. In 1975, small-scale production activities, which took place 

on about 15 percent of the total arable land, accounted for 36 percent of 

all agricultural output. In 1976, such plots produced more than forty 

percent of all livestock products, 58 percent of potatoes, and more than 

half of all fruit crops. During that same year, small-scale plots produced 
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more than 53 percent of Hungary's total pork products--a very significant

figure when one considers that Hungarians consumed 92 lbs. of pork per

capita that year, and that pork and pork products accounted for fourteen

percent of the agricultural and food exports in 1977 (Volgyes, "Dynamic

Change" 431).

The key to the relative success of the reforms of 1968 was the

government's recognition of the place for small-scale, private production

alongside large-scale, collectivized production. The Hungarian government

made a pragmatic choice by recognizing and supporting the small-scale

production of livestock and fruits and vegetables--products that can be

produced relatively efficiently without large capital or machinery inputs-

-and by concentrating its investments in the large, collectivized

production of grains. Furthermore, by allowing'the workers to retain

ownership of the plots and the products produced, the government tapped

into a labor resource that otherwise would have been idle: Had the workers

not owned the plots, they wouldn't have worked any longer than the 48 hours

required of them (as demonstrated by earlier attempts at col,lectivization).

Now, however, they worked the set hours for the cooperative and also

several more per week on their own plots, producing food not only for

themselves, but also for the urban-dwellers and also some for export.

During the 1970s, new types of agricultural organizations were

launched. These include agricultural associations, agricultural

combinates, and agro-industrial collectives. The horizontal integration of

several collectives or.state farms to accomplish a certain task constitutes

an agricultural association.' For instance, three cooperatives, a state

farm, and the State Meat Trust joined together in the early eighties to

build a large slaughterhouse. Combinates, on the other hand, are typified

by vertical integration. Their focus is the planting, production,
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marketing and distribution of a single product. Agro-industrial

collectives are usually cooperatives which have expanded their activities

to include part of the industrial sector, such as manufacturing implements

or food-processing equipment.

The 1980s

Since the lateseventies, agricultural production in Hungary has more

or less been stagnant. Corn production peaked in 1982 at 7.9 million tons

and has since remained near 7 million tons per year. Barley yields reached

4.5 metric tons per hectare in 1984, but have since declined. Livestock

production has also stagnated, with slight gains in pork production. Meat

and meat product exports have declined significantly, from 347 thousand

tons in 1980 to 172 thousand tons in 1987 (Agricultural Statistics 48,54).

The stagnation has been caused by several factors, the most prominent

of which is a lack of capital and hard currency. Like other countries in

the region, Hungary's stock of machinery is largely outdated. Parts for

machines produced in socialist countries are chronically unavailable, and

Western machinery and parts must be purchased with scarce hard currency.

Hungary's external debt is roughly 20 billion US dollars, the highest per

capita debt of any of the Central European countries. The lack of capital

has also caused fertilizer and pesticide shortages.

Another factor in the stagnation is the continuing problem of an aging

agrarian work force, and poor leadership. For the last two decades, mostI

of Hungary's young people have been moving to the urban centers, unwilling

to devote themselves to a life of difficult agricultural work and a lower

standard of living. As a result, the average age of the agrarian worker

has been steadily increasing, and the number of pensioners on the

cooperatives has also continued to rise. Furthermore, the farm sector has
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had difficulty attracting highly educated Hungarians to take leadership 

positions in the cooperatives and state farms. 

The food processing industry suffers from low productivity in 

comparison with Western countries. Part of this is attributable to poor 

management, but the main problem, again, is insufficient capital. 

Modernization of outdated technology would greatly increase efficiency and 

allow for more flexibility to match demand. Modernization is costly, 

however, and Western technology demands hard currency. Another major 

problem in the food processing industry is the lack of domestically 

produced, high-quality packaging materials. The poor quality of packaging 

hinders Hungary's ability to expand into Western markets, where consumers 

are accustomed to more attractive and functional packages. 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the Hungarian government began a 

series of trade reforms designed to increase integration with the West. 

The goals of the reforms were to bring domestic prices in line with world 

prices, to achieve complete convertibility of the forint, and to increase 

hard currency trade with the West, while at the saine  time decreasing trade 

with other members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA). 

Formerly, trade was governed by several foreign trade organizations, each 

with a monopoly in a given commodity. The Hungarian government ended these 

monopolies, allowing production enterprises to choose among existing 

foreign trade organizations, or to apply for their own foreign trade 

rights. By 1986, over 250 enterprises had attained such rights (Situation 

and Outlook Report, 32). Export agreements with members of the CMEA still 

received first priority, however, and competition between enterprises was 

discouraged. 

In 1988, Hungary continued its push towards greater integration with 

the West by becoming the first Warsaw Pact country to sign a bilateral 
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trade agreement with the European Community. The agreement went into 

effect on December 1, 1988, and included a three-stage lifting of all 

European Community quotas on Hungarian exports. In turn, the agreement 

requires increased Community access to the Hungarian market. Furthermore, 

Hungary has called for an increase in hard currency trade among CMEA 

partners. 

Until 1989, Hungary's step-by-step economic reform was not accompanied 

by political reform. This failure to reform the political process has 

hindered the effort toward a freer economy. As Csaba Csaki has said, 

"Politics seeped into every cell of the economy and prevent efficient 

decision-making" (Greenhouse D1). The Communist government's bureaucratic 

meddling imposed upon the freedom of business leaders to make investment 

decisions. Also, the government refused to close down inefficient 

operations, particularly heavy industries, which hurt the overall economy. 

The rejection of the Breshnev Doctrine of limited sovereignty by 

General Secretary Gorbachev in July 1989 paved the way for political reform 

in Hungary. On October 7, the Communist Party of Hungary voted to 

reorganize and change its  naine  to the Socialist Party, signalling its break 

with the Soviet Union. Eleven days later, the Hungarian Parliament voted 

to change the Constitution of Hungary and to change the country's  naine  to 

the Republic of Hungary. The next day, Parliament voted to legalize 

opposition parties. 

On March 25 and April 8, 1990, Hungary held its first free elections 

in over forty years. The Hungarian Democratic Forum, led by Jozsef Antall, 

captured a plurality with 25 percent of the vote. The Democratic Forum is 

a center-right party which favors full transformation to a free-market 

economy, although at a slower pace than proposed by its main opposition, 

the Alliance of Free Democrats who won 21 percent of the vote. The 
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Independent Smallholders, who strongly advocate the return of collective 

land to the workers, also won a sizeable percentage of the vote, as did the 

Socialists. Prime Minister Antall currently heads a coalition government 

consisting of the Democratic Forum, the Smallholders, and the Christian 

Democrats. 
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Background Paper on Polish Agriculture 

PREWAR ERA  

Prior to World War II, Polish agriculture was perceived as a stagnant industry. Poor 

agricultural growth was attributed to the feudal structure of the rural land. Large landovmers 

were predominant in prewar Poland: they held more than 47% of the agriculture land, while 

65% of the rural population controlled only 15 percent of this rural area. Before 1938, out of 

a total of 3.2 million individual farrns, 1.9 million (60%) had less than five hectares (12.5 

acres). In addition, it was estirnated that approximately one million rural families were 

landless and, along with a large group of small farmers, were dependent on only 15,000 

wealthy land ovmer families.' 

Polish agriculture was unable to take advantage of economies of scale, given the 

conditions of the feudal system. Underemployment in agriculture was so high that it was 

estimated that if one third of the rural population had left the rural areas, agricultural 

productivity would not have changed? Renovation and improvement of agricultural practices 

were unknown concepts. Farm machinery, if.available at all, was obsolete; fertilizers were 

used in very low quantities and without any technical assistance; and the condition in which 

the rural labor worked and lived was among the very worst in Europe. 

Despite all this, Poland managed to be one of the leading agricultural producers and 

exporters of foodstuffs in Europe. Excluding the Soviet Union, Poland had the largest land • 

IJ.P. O'Hagan, p 69. 

p 69. 
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area devoted to agriculture. This allowed Poland to be the largest producer in the Eastern 

Bloc (excluding the Soviet Union) of rye (6.8 million tons), barley (1.6 million tons), oats 

(2.8 million tons), potatoes (38 million tons), sugarbeets (5.9 million tons), rapeseed(Canola), 

cattle, milk, pork, eggs, as well as other agricultural cortunodities? 

During the interwar period, Poland largest trading partners were western neighbors such 

as Czechoslovakia, Austria, and particularly Gerrnany. Agricultural exports played a major 

role in foreign trade and subsequently in Poland's balance of payments. During the years 

preceding War World 11, food represented approximately 37% of total exports and, combined 

with fuel and timber represented four fifth's of Poland's total exports! Poland's food imports 

prior to the war consisted only of tropical foods and vegetable oiLs. Dining the same period, 

western Europe as a whole relied heavily on food imports. 

Although Poland had higher levels of food production than most of its eastem neighbors, 

food consumption figures were not superior to those found in countries such as 

Czechoslovakia and Hungary, and were definitely lower than those found among western 

Europeans. Before World War II, Polish food consumption consisted mainly of grains and 

potatoes. 

POSTWAR ERA  

During World War II, 470,000 peasant farms were either destroyed or selverely damaged. 

1934-38 average. ERS "Agricultural Statistics". 

4Zauberrnan, p 283. 
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The number of horses declined by 45%, cattle losses were 60%, the pig population dropped

72% and 63% of the sheep were lost. In addition, 20 percent of the houses and farm buildings

were burned down by Nazi or -Soviet troops.s-Hence; the foundation on which agriculture was

to grow after the war was very weak.

In 1944, land reform was one of the first socialist changes undertaken by the new

communist government. Land reform affected all landowners with more than 50 hectares, new

farmers could not own more than 5 hectares of agricultural land. Over one million rural

families benefitted from land reform: the majority were landless rural families, agriculture

workers, small tenants and owners of small farms. The reform created 814,000 new farms and

enlarged 254,000.6

In 1948, Poland came under Stalinist influence. The government of President Bierut

became heavily dependent of Soviet authority. Tiiose who disagreed were expelled or

censured. Wlakyslaw Gomulka, a prominent member of the Polish communist party, an

advocate of private agriculture and a fervent believer in the existence of a distinctive Polish

socialism, was among the most outstanding examples.

Following the Stalinization of Poland, the Polish goverranent nationalized the Catholic

church land, and all small peasants plots were forced to merge into cooperatives. The entire

rural infrastructure was absorbed by the communist govemment. Prices, allocation of outputs,

sO'Hagan, p 70.

6O'Hagan, pp 71.
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and source of inputs were all arranged by the state. These measures received a strong 

resistance from the peasants. By 1956, despite govenunent efforts there were only 10,000 

collective farms compared to -3 million private farms.7 -Following riots and protests in Poland, 

and Stalin's death in the Soviet Union, Wlakyslaw Gomulka returned as a hero and was 

reinstated as the leader of Poland. This marked the end of collectivization in rural  Poland. 

AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURE  

Hence, due to the Polish peasants resistance and Gomulka's postulate on rural land, 

Poland generated a different agricultural structure and land ownership system than is typically 

found in communist countries. Eighty percent of Polish agricultural land is in private hands; 

only 16.6 percent is managed by state farms, and 1.5 percent belongs to cooperatives. In 

addition, cooperatives and state farms contributed only 18.9 percent of total agricultural 

production while private farming was responsible for 79.7 percent.' 

State farms are under the management of the director general of the Ministry of 

Agriculture. The farms are organized in regional boards, national boards, regional 

experimental farms and farms run by institutes of the Ministry of Agriculture. State farms are 

operated under a system of centralized management where the clirector decides the 

Andrzej Korborski, p 172. 	 • 

'Maly Rocznik Statystyczny, p 138. 
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corrunoclities and the quantities to be produced according to the central goverrunent 

purchasing contracts. Cooperatives are small farnily-ovmed units, which merged for 

production and purchase purposes. 

Table 1 shows the structure of individual farms in 1974 by their dimensions. Although all 

farms are relatively small (less than 50 hectares), fanners with 10 or more hectares account 

for 34.2 percent of all agricultural land, followed by farrns with 7 to 10 hectares, which 

control 22 percent of the land. Furthermore, almost sixty percent of the farms fall within the 

categories of 0.5 to 5 hectares, together holding almost 28 percent of the land.' 

Table 1. Structure of Individual Farms In 1974.  

Size 	 # of 	Farms 	Area of ag.land 
Hectares 	 percent 

under 0.5 	 D.a. 	 0.6 

0.5 - 2.0 	 28.4 	 63 

2.0. 5.0 	 31.0 	 20.6 

5 - 7.0 	 13.8 	 16.1 

7.0. 10 	 13.6 	 22.0 

over 10 	 13.2 	 342 
ource: u . nagan, p tuu,  (table ).  

Despite private ownership, the small scale of Polish agriculture structure has resulted in 

'There has been little change in structure since 1974. However, today the govemment is 
encouraging small farmers to sell their land to more efficient farmers. This will eventually 
modify the structure of the agricultural land. 
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an inefficient system. Lower yields in Poland than most other countries in the Eastern Bloc 

have been a consequence of small farm size and the lack of a coherent flow of agricultural 

inputs toward the farrn. Table 2 compares yields for several commodities among several 

eastem European countries. 

Table # 2. Crop Ylelds In 1974 Eastern Europe 

Tons per hectare 

Czechos. 	GDR 	Hungary 	Poland 

Barley 	3.89 	4.12 	3.05 	2.92 

Rye 	3.06 	3.06 	1.65 	2.51 

Oats 	3.04 	4.15 	2.36 	2.74 

Canola 	2.09 	2.42 	1.36 	2.03 

Wheat 	3.96 	4.33 	3.75 	3.17 

ource: ERS Agncultural Statistics 

During the communist era, major crops in Poland did not differ very much from the years 

prior World War EL Nevertheless, production of these conunodities irnprovéd significantly. 

For instance, the average production of wheat for 1934-1938 was 1.9 million tons, by 1966, 
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wheat production reached 3.6 million tons. Rapeseed had the largest advancement with nearly 

350 percent more tons harvested than before World War (average 1934-38). Production of 

sugarbeets was boosted by 128 percent, while a more  moderate increase was seen for potatoes 

(22%) and barley (31%). 

This quarter century of increases in agricultural production followed the devastation of the 

second World War and the reconstruction of the Polish economy. Adverse times, however, 

came in the 1970's during global food shortages. During this period a number of countries 

instituted policies to stimulate agricultural production. However, Polish agricultural production 

slumped severely during the same period. For instance, wheat production in 1985 was 4 

percent less than in 1972, production of potatoes dropped by 20 percent, in contrast to the 22 

percent increase seen during the early communist years. Rapeseed increased by only 16 

percent between 1972 and 1985 and there was no change in the production of barley.°  

Agricultural expo rts were insignificant during the communist period primarily due to 

government regulations which encouraged domestic consumption over exports, and which 

subsidized imports which provided food at prices lower than the world prices. 

'°ERS "Agricultural Statistics". 
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ORGANIZATION IN THE CENTRAL PLANNED ECONOMY

Transportation

After World War II the railroad system was reconstructed and the lines most frequently

used were converted to electric power. Polish railroads continue to play a meaningful role in

the flow of products within the Eastern Bloc, especially between East Germany and the Soviet

Union and Czechoslovakia and the Polish ports. The highway system is multilane near

Warsaw with projects underway to link Warsaw and the provincial centers . Shipping is well

developed and there are three major sea ports ; Szczecin, Gdynia, and Gdansk as well as

smaller fishing and coastal navigation ports . Domestic and international air transportation is

provided by the state government . Inland water is not considered an important, means of

transportation ."

Agricultural Marketing

Despite the private nature of farming, the flow of agricultural products both upstream and

downstream has been controlled by the government . Animals and commodities were ordered

and purchased by the state . Polish agriculture was and still is primarily a integrated system .

However, unlike free market systems in which the basic purpose of vertical integration is t o

offer better quality, reasonable prices, and reliable supplies of products, vertical integration
I

under centrally planned economies has disrupted the flow of products, disregards an y

"Britannica Encyclopedia, p 451 .
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incentives for quality, and allows prices to be controlled by the central administration. The 

government "provided" farmers with seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, farm machinery, and other 

agricultural inputs, however the quality of these inputs was poor. Payments for crops were 

unstable, and credit for new machinery was not available. The state purchased about 70 

percent of all agricultural production and distributed this among the food industry and retail 

markets. ° 

Agricultural Inputs  

Not only was farm machinery in Poland outdated, but there were very few machines per 

hectare of agricultural land, in large part because the small farm size did not justify such 

equipment. For instance, Polish agriculture in 1966 had 6,106 grain combines for 15.6 million 

hectares of arable land. By contrast, East Germany had 16,776 grain combines with a total 

arable land of 4.9 million hectares. 0  Tractors when measured by number per hectare, follow 

the same pattern. Fertilizer availability was higher in Poland than most other eastern European 

nations, but the quality of fertilizer was generally inferior. 

Polish citizens were better fed than most of their eastern neighbors. Food consumption 

patterns match those found in some of the most developed industrialized nations. Table 3 

shows comparisons of daily caloric intake by several developed nations, including Poland and 

the Soviet Union. 

nERS Agricultural Statistics 
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Table 3. Average Daily Caloric Intake, 1984-86.

Country Total Animal Products Vegetable products

West Germany 3,475 1,295 2,180

Poland 3,298 1,081 2,217

USA 3,642 1,228 2,414

USSR 3,395 911 2,484

Imnetus for Change

Poland's economic stability came to an end for the second time in the communist era (the

first was in 1956) under Gomulka in 1970. Food price increases led to riots, and strikes and

left the nation with dozens of dead. These political uprisings ousted Gomulka and established

Gierek. The following years were difficult times for Poland: without hard currency to import

basic foodstuffs and with no incentives for farmers to increase production, food shortages

became a component of Polish life.

POLAND IN THE 1980'S AND 1990.

Lech Walesa, leader of Solidarity in 1980 guided workers of the most important shipyards

in Poland to go on strike. Following two more walkouts, the government signed an agreement
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granting all  major demands from Solidarity. By the end of the decade, the communist 

government collapsed which led to a transitional administration under General Wojciech 

Jaruzelski (Former president of-the last communist govemment)-as chaimian and Tadeusz 

Mazowiecki as Prime Nlinister. 

Between August 1989 and January 1990 Poland began a major reorganization of its social 

and economic system. The goverrunent of Taduesz Mawwiecki introduced a series of 

economic reforms which intend to convert the old centraily planned economy into a dynamic 

market oriented economy. Emergency measures suggested by the IMF were implemented by 

the Polish govemment. Arnong the most important are: the devaluation of the zloty to narrow 

the gap between the official exchange rate and world market rates, and the introduction of the 

first convertible currency from the Eastern Bloc. Strict wage controls were implemented. 

Taxes of 100% - 200% on wage increases exceeding 80% of the monthly rise in the cost of 

living were levied to slow wage price inflation. Most prices were freed up, including coal and 

foodstuffs. Tax payments were accelerated and subsidies and others budget expenditures were 

cut, which helped to reduce the prospective budget deficit from 10 to 7% of GDP." 

Opening the economy to a market based system over time will lead to a better 

allocation of resources and unquestionably, an increase in production in most sectors of the 

economy. Agriculture however has a peculiar  situation;  although Poland produces more or as 

much as its eastern neighbors, greater production is only a consequence of rhore area planted, 

"Rosati & Rembisz p 8. 
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since yields are lower than those found in other Eastern Bloc countries. In addition, Polish 

agriculture faces a serious lack of infrastructure which ùihibits the flow of products from the 

fann to market shelves. - 

The econornic policies of the second half of 1989 and 1990 constitute a peculiar 

combination of some bold institutional changes transforming many crucial aspects of the 

formerly centrally planned economy, and of conservative, and mostly politically-motivated 

policy measures." 

In a country where the price of wheat had been higher than the price of bread, where 

farm inputs were subsidized and where any distortion in the economic system was absorbed 

by the central govenunent, allowing the market overnight to establish its own supply, demand 

and therefore prices has thrown Polish agriculture into a serious crisis. These events in 

Poland have left  the nation with an unusual and difficult environment, especially in 

agriculture were the upstream and downstream marketing are still significantly linked to 

stated-owned or state monopoly enterprises. Consequently, it is expected that agricultural 

production will drop this year, after having seen record production of rapeseed and other 

commodities in 1989. 

The implementation of market prices has been bad news for farmers in Poland. 

Commodity prices increased by 90% from Jan - June 1990, but agricultural input prices rose 

by more than 170% in the same period.0  As a result fanner's income have been reduced 

"Rosati & Rembisz, p 4. 

eRembisz, & Rosati, p 12. 
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drastically. Fertilizer utilization has experience declines of up to 90 percent, resulting from the 

increase of prices from $4 a ton in January to $60 a ton in July 1990. 16  The government has 

implemented export controls of-agricultural corrunodities to partially contain the escalation in 

food prices. Moreover, for the first tirne the government has suspended current tariffs for 

agricultural inputs. However, farmers declare that this measure is too late for this year's crop, 

and they demand that the government institute an accurate, impartial and adequate 

agricultural policy. 

The Solidarity-led Polish goverrunent is facing criticism from all economic, social and 

political sec-tors in Poland. On one side peasants, workers and journalists have opposed the 

procedures used on the implementation of the current measures. They argue that people's 

expectations will be crushed, and that the social cost of recession will be too high a price for 

the Poles to pay. Nevertheless, Lech Walesa and his supporters has announced his candidacy 

for president of Poland, advocating that changes have not been implemented fast enough. 

Dr. Leszek Balcerowicz Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister, has said that the 

current recession will benefit the nation because it will permit the extermination of inefficient 

industries and will allow Poland to institute a new era with a preferable allocation of its 

resources. 17 

16Richmond Times, Sunday July 29 1990. 

"Jeff Madrik, New York Times May 20, 1990. 
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A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CZECHOSLOVAK AGRICULTURE  

Darren Walhof 
Summer Associate, International Policy Council on Agriculture and Trade 

Interwar Period 

The typical Czechoslovak farm before World War II was a privately-

owned "family" farm of less than five hectares. In 1930, there were 

1,530,000 such units, accounting for 71 percent of all farms. Most farmers 

in this group could not derive sufficient income from farming alone, 

however, and often supplemented their farm income with income from other 

activities. Owners of medium-sized farms--5-20 hectares--usually had 

enough work and income to support their family throughout the entire year. 

These farms made up 25 percent of all farms, using 42 percent of all 

agricultural land. Farms of more than 20 hectares accounted for only 4.3 

percent of the total farms, but they occupied 35 percent of the total 

agricultural land (Lazarcik 4). 

Farmers had complete freedom in making decisions about what to 

produce, how much to produce, and what to do with the products. In 1934, 

however, the government introduced fixed prices for most crops, protecting 

the large-landholders who marketed mostly grains. The small farmers, who 

depended primarily on the sale of livestock products, were subject to sharp 

price fluctuations. 

Paper prepared for International Policy Council on Agriculture and 

Trade Conference on Restructuring Agriculture and Food in Central Europe 

and the USSR, Budapest, Hungary, October 21-24, 1990. 



Land reform was attempted during the interwar period, but was only

partially successful. By 1938, the share of land in farms of more than 100

hectares had decreased from 16 percent to 10 percent, while that in farms

of 2-20 hectares had increased from 58.4 percent to 65.3 percent (Lazarcik

5). Insufficient capital remained a major problem for most farmers.

Postwar and the Comnunist Takeover

Damages sustained during World War II severely hurt the agricultural

system in Czechoslovakia. Indeed, Joseph Hajda claims that "no meaningful

comparison between prewar and postwar production trends can be made without

accounting for the substantial reduction in productive capacity" (Hajda

131). In 1945, agricultural production was 56 percent of what it was

before the war (Hajda 131).

Anti-German sentiment and gratitude to the Soviet Union for its role

in defeating Hitler's army helped boost the membership of the the Communist

Party of Czechoslovakia from its prewar number of 80,000 to over one

million by 1945 (Ulc 101). In the first post-war government, the

Communists were part of a ruling coalition that included the Social

Democrats, the Socialists, and the Catholics in Bohemia and Moravia, and

the Democrats in Slovakia. The popularity of the coalition was enhanced in

the rural areas by a massive land transfer, headed by a Communist party

I
member, in which the property of German and Hungarian nationals and other

"enemies and traitors" was confiscated and transferred to small

Czechoslovak farmers.

In May 1946, the Communists won 38 percent of the vote in freely held

parliamentary elections and gained control of key ministries within the

government: interior, information, agriculture, education, and social
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welfare. Their popularity was slipping, however, as postwar euphoria

faded. Faced with the prospect of losing at the polls in the May 1948

elections, the Communists staged a political crisis in February of that,

year. The Communist Minister of Interior refused to comply with a cabinet

decision regarding the reinstitution of noncommunist police commissioners.

The twelve noncommunist ministers resigned, hoping to force immediate

elections. Instead, after a visit from the Soviet ambassador, President

Eduard Benes issued a mandate for one-party rule. Several noncommunist

leaders fled the country or were arrested. A new constitution was adopted

in May, and Klement Gottwald, long-time leader of the party, became

president after Benes refused to sign the constitution.

Collectivi:ation

In imitation of its Stalinist model in the Soviet Union, the

Czechoslovak government's first five-year plan called for the

nationalization of all economic endeavors, rapid expansion of heavy

industry, and the socialization of agriculture. The methods employed to

collectivize the land were ruthless. Joseph Hajda writes, "The guiding

principle in liquidating the private-farm sector and replacing it by

agricultural cooperatives and state farms was 'the end justifies the

means'" (Hajda 133). By the end of 1952, almost one-third of all

agricultural land had been collectivized (Lazarcik 12). The continued

I
emphasis placed on heavy industry, however, resulted in the neglect of the

agricultural sector, especially in terms of state investment in the state

farms and collectives.

Collectivization was discontinued in 1953 following the deaths of

Stalin and Gottwald in March, and the area held by collectives actually

declined by almost one-fifth by 1955 (Lazarcik 12). In 1956, however,
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collectivization was resumed under the leadership of Antonin Novotny. The 

government used heavy price discrimination against private farmers and the 

nationalization of all machinery, among other coercive measures, to force 

farmers to join the cooperatives. The methods were successful. By 1958, 

76.8 percent of all agricultural land had been collectivized, and by 1961, 

that figure had risen to almost 88 percent (Agricultural Statistics 25). 

During collectivization, state investment in the cooperatives and 

state farms also increased. Total investment rose from 3.2 billion crowns 

in 1955 to 6.4 billion crowns in 1961 (Agricultural Statistics 27; crowns 

in 1960 prices). Production and yield increases did not nearly match 

investment increases, however. Decision-making on the collectives was 

often left in the hands of those with little background in farm management, 

and the farms were plagued by inefficiency and waste. Morale among workers 

was very low and passive resistance was common. The average annual growth 

in agricultural production between 1950 and 1960 was only 1.4 percent. 

More striking is the fact that annual growth between 1958 and 1962 averaged 

-0.8 percent (Hajda 133). 

The 1960 8 and the Prague Spring 

Faced with severe economic problems, the Twelfth Party Congress, 

meeting in 1962, announced a program of rural development. The program's 

goal was the "industrialization" of.agriculture to help facilitate the 

recent collectivization and to help cope with labor shortage problems in 

all sectors. It was also hoped that such industrialization would 

eventually lead to complete food self-sufficiency for the nation. 

Investment was shifted away from heavy industry and was directed toward 

agriculture, particularly toward grain production. Fertilizer use on the 

state farms and cooperatives increased from 106 to 167 kilograms per 
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hectare between 1963 and 1966 (Agricultural Statistics 29). The number of

tractors increased dramatically, and emphasis was placed on scientific

research and agricultural education for farm leaders.

Czechoslovak agriculture entered a period of growth that lasted

through the first years of the 19709. The average annual growth rate in

agricultural production between 1966 and 1971 was 3.5 percent (Hajda 138).

Total'grain production rose from 5.2 million tons in 1965 to 9.7 million

tons in 1973. Wheat production accounted for much of this, with total

production increasing from 2 to.4.6 million tons over the same period.

Barley production doubled. Livestock production growth was steady, but did

not keep pace with the growth in grain production. Fruit and vegetable

production remained at 1965 levels (Agricultural Statistics 33, 36, 91-95).

By 1968, state farm workers and members of agricultural cooperatives had

standards of living equal to those in urban areas.

Yielding to increasing criticism for its failure to deal with

continuing political, social, and economic problems, the Central Committee

of the Communist Party voted in January, 1968, to replace Novotny as party

leader. The appointment of Slovak bureaucrat and compromise candidate

Alexander Dubcek marked the beginning of what has become known as the

Prague Spring. The reform-minded Dubcek and his followers began their

pursuit of "socialism with a human face" by combining elements of democracy

and market economy with the Marxist system. In the agricultural sector,

managers of state farms and cooperatives were given more power to make

decisions in an effort to increase efficiency. Cooperatives were also

given the right to conduct business in other sectors of the economy,

particularly food processing and distribution, and a new price regulation

system freed about 15 percent of commodities (Fischer 30).
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, The reform was short-lived, however . On August 21, 1968, Warsaw Pact

troops invaded Czechoslovakia . A process of "normalization" was imposed

and most of the previous reforms were annulled . In April 1969, Alexander

Dubcek was replaced as party leader by Gustav Husak . Karl-Eugen Wadekin

writes, "Once 'orthodoxy' was reinstated, the Czechoslovak reformers were

accused, as far as collective farming goes, that by too great an emphasis

on farm autonomy and its truly cooperative elements, they had adopted a

rightist, destructive, and anti-socialist stand . Their critique of the

pre-1967 agrarian policy now was labelled 'revisionist .' Worst of all,

they were accused of wanting to weaken the role of the state in controlling

agriculture and propogating a market mechanism instead, . although these were

not in fact their aims" (Wadekin 211) .

The 1970 9

In the early 1970s a plan of reorganization of the agricultural sector

was implemented in an effort to increase productivity and efficiency . The

plan emphasized consolidation along with specialization and increased

investment . Its goal was the creation of large and sophisticated "super

farms" .

Consolidation was carried out quickly . The number of collective farms

decreased from 6,200 in 1970 to just under 2,000 by 1976 . State farms

decreased from 336 to 213 over the same period . The average size o f

collective farms jumped from 677 hectares to 2,257 hectares, and that of

the state farms rose from 4,265 to 6,545 hectares ( Agricultural Statistics

16-19)

Investment in the state farms and collectives increased . Fertilizer

use rose to 320 kilograms per acre in 1976, up from 223 kilograms per acre

in 1970 and second only to East Germany (Agricultural Statistics 29) .



Larger and more powerful tractors were purchased--their use made possible 

by the increased size of farms. Some apecialization took place on an 

intrafarm basis, but the different divisions within each farm lacked 

managerial independence, and efficiency remained a problem. 

By the mid-1970s, Czechoslovakia had achieved self-sufficiency in 

meat, dairy products, and eggs, with consumption of these products steadily 

increasing. Total grain production peaked in 1974 at roughly 10 million 

tons, and total grain imports declined somewhat, but still remained over 

one million tons per year. Per capita grain consumption remained at about 

110 kilograms per year which was lower than most of the other central 

European countries (but still significantly higher than Western nations 

where per capita grain consumption is usually between 60 and 70 kilograms). 

Fruit and vegetable consumption remained relatively stable (Agricultural  

Statistics 124). Vladislav.Bajaja writes in 1980 that "the quantitative 

side of the Czechoslovak diet is no longer a serious problem. But high 

quality foods are rather scarce . . . In this respect socialist agriculture 

bears responsibility for some of the present failures . . . However, a 

great part of the fault is to be attributed to the technological gap in the 

socialist food industry, which organizations suffered from a lack of 

appropriate innovations, as well as from restrictions on imports and rather 

unfortunate export policies of the foreign trade organizations" (Bajaja 

268-69). 

• 



_In October 1975, the Central Committee decided that integration rather 

than amalgamation should be pursued as a means of increasing efficiency and 

productivity. No significant structural changes were made before 1980, 

however. Agricultural production and yields remained steady, as did grain 

imports. Total agricultural and agro-food products exports accounted for 

3.8 percent of total exports in 1979, down from 6.8 percent in 1960 (OECD 

31). 

The 1980s  

Throughout the last decade, the Czechoslovak government has continued 

to emphasize the production of grains and to somewhat discourage livestock 

production. Total investment in the agricultural sector steadily increased 

and fertilizer use remained very high through the first half of the 1980s. 

In 1984, Czechoslovak farmers used 341 kilograms of fertilizer per hectare-

-the highest in Eastern Europe and higher than many Western European 

nations. In January, 1986, however, the government abolished state support 

of fertilizer prices, causing a 15 percent rise in prices, which it hoped 

would result in more efficient use of fertilizer by farmers (Situation and  

Outlook Report  11). 

In 1985, state and collective farms were granted more freedom in 

determining what commodities to produce. Also, in January of that year, 

the government implemented a plan to reduce overproduction of meat. Farms 

which exceeded their targets for feed use or produced more meat and eggs 

than the plan stipulated lost production premiums and received a 20 percent 

cut in prices for those products. 

This emphasis on grain production has produced some of its desired 

effects. In 1989, total grain production was roughly 12 million tons and 

Czechoslovakia achieved about 94 percent self-sufficiency in grains. Grain 
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imports, fell to 317,000 tons in 1989--a considerable drop front  the more 

than 1.5 million ton average of the 1970s. Corn imports continue to be the 

bulk of total grain imports. In 1989, Czechoslovakia exported almost 

88,000 tons of wheat (Szabo 6). 

Problem persist, however. Grain production suffers  front a lack of 

effective plant protection agents such as herbicides and insecticides. 

This problem is intensified in that the varieties grown have a relatively 

low resistance to pests and diseases. Also, as in other countries in 

Central Europe, the quality of the machinery on many farms in 

Czechoslovakia is low. Very large and heavy machines, introduced with the 

consolidation drive in the 1970s, are still in use despite the fact that 

they damage the soil, thereby decreasing yields. Damage to the soil has 

also been caused by years of inefficient use of fertilizers. Storage 

facilities for grain are inadequate in many areas. 

Czechoslovak agriculture has the potential for increased productivity 

and efficiency. According to Arpad Szabo, Director General of the 

Department for International Economic Cooperation of the Ministry of 

Agriculture, the difference in yields between state variety tests and those 

obtained on the farms has been increasing over the past several years. 

Closing this gap will demand large amounts of scarce capital. Szabo claims 

that, "the yields of cereals harvested until now in [Czechoslovakia] 

suggest that cereal production has reached its maximum with the existing 

quality of agricultural inputs. No substantial increase beyond this level 

can be expected in the long-term outlook" (Szabo 7). 
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Current-Political Situation 

On June 8 and 9, 1990, six months after the Communist party resigned 

from power, Czechoslovakia  (flow  officially the Czech and Slovak Federal 

Republic) held free Parliamentary elections. The coalition of Civic Forum 

(from the Czech republic) and Public Against Violence (from Slovakia) 

captured 47 percent of the vote and 87 out of the 150 seats in the House of 

the People. The Communist party and the Christian Democrats capture 14 and 

12 percent of the vote, respectively. Currently, Vaclav Havel of Civic 

Forum is President, and Marian Calfa of Public Against Violence is the 

Prime Minister. The country has applied to join the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the Council of Europe, and is also 

preparing to sign an trade agreement with the European Community. 
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Dear ladies and gentleman

r21'St L^"" c7J: 1 wOL(l d J2 i:e to tn2.:71" TC- tnF cînû tnc

CLrdr iL1n1t!/ ^^ ^i?e^{: ^t this Inter7atlGna4l ŸorLrM. We c4DCrF CSaL

!I-t)". !S OZCC•r^Lrri t'." as reccgnit1o.rJ of thDse rosi t2 \'e cnc?noe_

SîC1D-ECOnOmÎC srneV-e in the Ukraine and throcrnhout the ►avier

Union.

L.';:ra2ne is a re.Vun..ic witn enormous economscal Dotet-;aj.

centur^,-old traditions of hard worl.ine oeoçle and VS!-t2CLflSrlV

PeP_cants. in spi te DT all hardsn2ç+s our nation SLrffered dur2nC

the wnrs and the domination of "cîJmin2stratiVE-command" svstem

tht 00ten t2 .R. or e?gri CLil tLfre .1-5 Cr7W1i,û . Nowacavs OL1!' ReDLfLl12 C

Cr 7ûLfCeç i ton, of û^cîS'. more 10- A'D D7` CLtOô,^ L;--? f:Ç DT:

17Eat. -^i f;o CT D1.; De" caPi ta. But i t 2s noL -enQUCn. Et"ora0e and

Proces5lnQ OT caori CLll'tLfral fOOCS are the mQSt VLl^neraL^le e.leme.,tS

in tne Present si tua LiQn. The losses curinç harvesti.no of some

crocs esoec2aJlV- CrQta"L'QeF. tomail.'oes. frLIS t's e!.Ceed 25 ... LkIe to

JaCf: CT TDddF':"' Protein there is more consumDt2on of reeC Df

CrQw^,^i unit 01' :21'E'S tQCi: ProdLlC^`.b`. The DQPLfln.'tîP17 l.^ e^1çQ 2^

^rCLfblc' =^L15P^ b°.' eCClC--2C_ 1 CrDClem^ are esCeC2a11' Cher nOt+-f

dSSea^^F_t eT:,fJ OEi'BiDC,TB:^t G= heal'!' 2nGLfCtr:'.

mC^et^r,: _::Ete,^. cew^ÎLr^tID7 07 mG?nE?. ^J"eSt^hi11_^ *_/7^ 51rtt^ t:C^

1., t,^;i=- ,;,Rr1^-BI Cj TGCC'^tLi'r anC-' DE'LDIe a!'E not Ii:Ct2'r'nted to

l nCrec^. ^s ^û the C•L ZPL! ". !'.hLlC oesP2 tE' A G+QOû ^ rQÇ. mcln !: ^nE : 4'25 C^ T

s t ê , te shCDs are a1 m L ? = t emCt. V . Cur ma2n tn5k: I S to ma;:e radical

chances -7n agr-'l-sector and brin[' the aç•roindustri_r; comDle?;

nearer to the level of hiphJ!'-industrialiced European cQLrntries.

c3sCer tCF)2r aoeouate SUDD1 L' D: OLfcî11 t" 1'*00dstLfTT for our DeCL^1 _ anû

errPOrt such products as: hiph, grade variet2es cf* w7ear. ducl^'-

whe a t. ea tatl e 1LfCSne. tomato [+es te. Yetch . 102 1 . SLIPS!-. f117deÇ .

?T2ne~-R 1 w^. terE.. sai t. EPD-t a:7C me.R t hCrEet:. etC.

! nrp hE•_^uhl.i _ 1in s a-' the nE'C?Sscî CL?i,C2

I'EC:ara^'iC!` eir+00t State 5C'.^rei0^+t'.' r?f th^ Lii:ra2nE t.'Je?

-?C'=?_ 1 C^ 1 i L! . = iarünr 7rû:Ti 01 ^C CL?i,C LlC t 2,^!û 2C2nC°n t i: E'.•' t^rn:î i

eCO;?Qm2 Cn': nCtS l'2 F5 eî:7Q use enQ r^L'LÎ^ inLiLÎ^. L,^Zn: tD^E^ t_8_ C%

E. .5'e z LÎL'1rC ,L^^ so1V'2,'i[J ^ÿi ^^1CÎ^ rr L•Dfem^.
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cn 1 7-th of 0c 4. oper of current yeer e ew 	edCdte:7 

o 	socIal deve2 cornent of 	2 lagF end 

• 

ecrc.i.ndustrie2 commie.Y. of the Ukrainien econoirm., This :1 aw 

Ent.• 2 eaGEZ considerab le increas.e of state capital investments  in 

agroindustrial.  complexes as kief.; es privileoed concis tacle lot  use 

of enercw, significant reduction in taxes. 

New individuel farms, for instance. will be free of tames for-  5- 

years. Collective and statE farms will pay on)" 1,5 "; out of 

the'prafit as taxes. The laws about property. ownerships of land, 

inc:ividuel farms, will be ais° adooted in the immee'late future. 

411 thesemeesures will facilitate the moves todenationalizetion 

ang privetisetion. this creating conditions for clevelopment of 

a market économy. 

,-lowever we realize that to convert Ukraine with its big humer?. 

natural and industriel potentiel' into a', prosoerous state an a 

short .period of time and to make it relzable a partner rb.r 

Europeen and American COUP? tries,' redirai chances i ri 

Interna t_i on a economical rejetions need to be brought about. le E' 

bel ieve that our market Nil: beCOME [ME cf the sub.stantial 

stabilizing factors ir; the world market. One of cur t'tricer.: tl•-• 

objectives  ir the cree.ltion of ..joint ventures evith western 

Darrnere. are' Parriculer.iy 1.nteresteo 2 1? reanuteturing cr 

eduipment for' erocessirez andustr• and strage of agricultural 

rtroducts. For instance, WE are ready to create J'oint ventures r 

manufacturing of eeltruders for soya processino, and preparation 

or  ECIPE foodstuft made of grain. The RePublic is interestecf  in 

the creetion of joint ventures for production of t4.7.t-to-date, 

ecologi cal ly safe pesticides. and various aoricul turai machinery. 

it would elso be useful to have j'oint ventures tor prOCil ta.  Or 

occez tu f made -  of Potatoes, buck-wheat, vegetebles, sucer peetz. 

frui te. ber-ries. mea t. mi Jk etc. as well as fla.x -fabrics, leather 

acticles. Cierrenty only hal f of the.se raw materials are LISEZ t'or 

the Drcz.-/Ltzti ch of these foodstuffs and other articles. Cour.,Iinr 

our 
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Inrsarr ceoital ano c!Imentire witn reserves r- ouelzfier 

manzowEn end greet cemend mern .  produors. tnreuon cre.,Ition  CT  

..?cint ventures. . Eneulo result an hirner preritabiilry in cur 

..,;'ecuolid than in the nome countries: cr rJur mrorEnrizu zarrnErs.. 

The  Republio wiji alsc adoct the laws abeut protecticn of foreien 

inveEters, creation of snarehoictirc associations, joint ventures 

with foreign firms ane associations. creation of paper 

instruments securities. stock .  exchanoes, Ukrainian State cUStOME. 

bank for foreign economic relaticns  et.  Ple have, by the way, 

oreated a spe•ial oraanitation called UKRAHRO-IMPEX, which 

regulets and coordinates foreion economic relations. 

we snail assist in the creation of asseciations.ane 	unt  

ventures with the partizipation of foreion firms which will 

Introduce acvenced technolegies for oettino high ana stable 

yields of adricultural crops. 

spezial proarame for the increase of corn yield and 

particularly soya is already adopted in the Republic. The 

cuestion of hich pualatv corn seea has also to be solved. 

The  joint  venture with er Austrian 7eirm ".e,'ioneer" lE producinç 

theusend tons annually of early-ripeninc hybrids. Sut for :Dur 

Own needs end for exmont to otnen FIEMU1,22ZE,  we sneulc nEEC ears, 

 than 200 theusend tons of seeds annyually. 

Seed-farminc of soya, rape, hybrid sunflower. sugar meet, 

veoetables has to be uporaded t= use modern inoustrial 

teohnoloo•. Special attention will br paid to soya. since itE 

increased production 2E the  cri tical  •  factor fer solvino the 

eroblems cf fodden protein.  Fr'-  the solutieA of an  these 

DrODIEME WE are readv to wizen the coemeration with anv cat:ntry 

end env cerporetion. Those foreipn farms which are interested in 

cur suoriciary enterorises and hancv-orant will f.ind in us 3n 
enthusiastic rartner alse. Nowadays the number ot tnese 

enterprises in collective and state farms is about 50 thousanc 

. and the.ir annuel volumr of producrien . 2.F. worth appro.c:imately 5 
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^^.i^iiCI.- .' rCLi~1E'=

?.T rC^ ÇC1i,^ ^C Ce^C.•`ii e QL. aiîCC►//i^:i^i'.7JE'i,^s 1,13 Em.^.'^CICe•'!' Si,

F'Cl:.aws re?i 13c tre"•L'. OaIrCinoS. l;CC`d-Ccir4'1 7^. huCl;ei 0ti'i:1Dk-

=+:^:^lin^. qcralit!% or MOrcela.Zn. olass a:70 met3.!

items . Ar ter all these arti cles can be found in the shoc+s all

over the world and meet the standards Of refined lovers of folk

art. r USE this opç+L,rtuni t.v and urge the foreion firms for

effectiVe cL,ooeration In this fertile field. With some foreion

canital investmerts we could eas::l triple the output Of folk

cra=t. •

IVE re^li^e that raisino the efficiençv of entire acroindustrial

cc•,;,C1E' : entails also the knC?K'l edoe Of world mprj;'etG. tWE are

rhereore eaoer to set Lrp Jc+Int trading comoanies and

as sC+Ci a t2 ons .

Our 5ol'ern,9lent hzRs the intention to ourchase with harc currenc!,,

or credit on favorable terms. the uo-to-date eouipment. advanced

rechr,c.lczie=. hiohl ^^ crade oenetsc stock of cattle are aoul try.

We are inarticularl!:' interestec•' in dairr Holstein and F►noler

C,Rtr i=. ana h1Çh CrOeLfCtiV1 t.!- beef Cattle. We are eaoer to DL(?'

pedi oree + OLrng = tacf: Of' Hemc+S.hs -e breed.

-!^e REPLIi722_ SE oL+en to scie:7tlf.IC coPt+erSt2C77 In aG.'?-çoC^Cr.

Our scientifiî inst.; tutio:?_ that nave recent'- Lrr.itec in

'ACaCJ'elî;Y Cr F;crSCL!.: tLrrcti ^C1enC°^ ,^1c,V'e â_ re^îû!' eiC,^eieL'E'L'

50,7!2 re^? successes in --^7reedSnÇ of hSQh-Yield VaTrSeties o f w.Znter

w,lea t, fros t-resi s ran t va ri e ts es of durum ws n ter wnea t bred t a

first in the worldl sLrr,flower hr•brids. early-ric+eninp soya

varieties. edible Iu.p.ine. buck'-wheat, drug plants. r4 unioue

oenetica. ,naterial is also bred ir, anima l-breedinc. The_

reçearcnes of our scie:^tiçtç in other fields of aarariar science

are wc^rth^, or beSno studied.

this transition .^.̂e!'Szr, to market eCCnOm!ana new Tor-ms of

T8rm2nG. we PAVE e?r^ Lfr iOeni neec! V 7' E'ff2CSen^ manaaers.,

^?eCS:^l S^, ^S on îCD^erei rS L•'e4. e`^ 1er lt farmers. 'o CorE' t-YS Lh t^î1 ^

ltiE' 1^teî,v to Sn4'i ie fcrelon ei:Cer46F' for direCt [►nr^1CSCcit_Ci, 1:i

=^^' T^ rT,ini 2,^^ rrcEinl 7^ i T GLi - +roLl^O re,rmers a^:^ enre;'îren.ecrrr_-
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ebroeC. 

We are IrtrreezteO in treinzno our farmers ro zee mJ:neoers anr1 

other stuaents ebroed. We would Like ECME 1.5 -1 thousanas of our 

treinees rn work abroaa' on the farmL=. an cooperatives. Processing 

enterPrIEEE for meriods of 3-4 montns earh year. 

in our opinion it would also  oc  most useful to promote the 

exchange of students and scientists between educational 

institutions and scientific organizations. 

In short. we have a common. great and fertile field waiting for 

Us tO De ploughed tagetner. 

.7  tried to describe only pe - t of ways in which we could join 

bands.  soin  our respective capabilities for fruitful cooperation. 

Amon° all these many Problems there is one that cen be solved 

only by mmtual efforts. 

Chernobyl disaster became a taoedv not only for Ukraine  but  for' 

the world community. Suferinip knows no borders if it concerns 

resources are  ail nerADemar ,,  tc create reesonably  rare li•ind 

conditions for those living in pojluted ereas. Tnese are the 

measures uraenrly needea now. 

Deer ladies and dentlemen. let me thank you for the opportunity 

tr address mou and share my thoughts on the current state and 

problems cf agro-Eector ble  Ukraine. 

7h,-Rnk vru for voiJr time. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY AND OVERVIEW OF SOVIET AGRICULTUR E

The Soviet Union has approximately 551 million hectares of

agricultural land . Twenty-two percent of the country's total

land area is very high to mediocre soil fertility . With careful

management, large amounts of additional areas could have fair

soil fertility . Most farming takes place in the western region of

the country, but farming reaches almost every area of the

country . Approximately fifty percent of~the agricultural land is

devoted to grain crops, primarily wheat . Approximately thirty

percent of the land is planted to fodder, and the remaining

twenty percent is .planted in industrial crops, fruits and

vegetables .

The Emancipation Act of 186 1

In the 1860s, the Russian rural population was comprised of

serfs, and peasants who farmed their own land but who could be

made into serfs at the Tsar's wish . The Emancipation Act of 186 1

abolished serfdom and sold the former serfs small allotments of

land from their previous landlords . Each peasant made

installment payments to the government for the land, but the

title to the land was held by the village . Not surprisingly, the

land the peasants were given was most often poor quality and

brought low yield . Combined with the installment payments and

taxes paid to the state, this "privatization" placed a grea t

--------------------------------------------------------------

This paper was prepared by Katherine Cannon, Ann Tutwiler and
Caroline Williamson for the International Policy Council on
Agriculture and Trade's conference on Restructuring Food and
Agriculture in Central Europe and the USSR in Budapest, October
21-24, 1990 .
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strain on the peasants. Famines in 1891, 1897, and 1901 further 

eroded the peasant's living conditions. By 1901, the peasants 

were in revolt. Simultaneously, revolutionary movements were 

spreading propaganda among the peasants calling for the 

redistribution of the land and the overthrow of the tsar. 

The peasant movement began in earnest in 1902 with a raid on 

an estate in the Ukraine. Raids swept through the south of 

Russia with peasants seeking redistribution of land. The 

government attributed the peasants unrest to poverty caused by 

inefficient farming practices. In response, the tsar enacted the 

Stoylpin Reform in 1905 which called for the consolidation of the 

peasants small strips of land into large lots growing only one 

commodity. The Stoylpin Reforms reduced the role of the village 

in rural Russia and undermined the peasants traditional 

practices. In addition, the peasants were required to continue 

their payments for land and taxes. 

Peasant revolts again broke out again, but this time at much 

greater numbers. In 1905 there were 3,228 large-scale peasant 

outbreaks. Between 1907-1913 there were 20,000 large -scale 

violent rebellions. On the strength of Lenin's promise of land 

redistribution, the peasants joined the Bolshevik Revolution and 

seized the countryside. 

Leninism 

By 1921, when the Bolsheviks were clearly in power, they 

began to implement policies to develop large-scale Socialist 

style farming. The peasants again resisted this change in their 
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way of life. They revolted, preventing food from reaching the 

cities. In response, Lenin slowed collectivization and adopted 

the New Economic Policy. The NEP relieved the peasant's 

financial burden by replacing monetary taxes with requisition of 

part of the peasants' crops. The new policy also allowed freer 

trade in agricultural products. In 1922 under the Land Reform 

Act, the peasants were given further autonomy. 

The Stalinist Era  

The New Economic Policy was meant to be temporary, however 

because of Lenin's death in 1924 it was not dismantled until 

later. After Lenin's death, the price disparity between 

agricultural goods and industrial goods began to widen 

substantially. AS the peasants' purchasing power decreased, they 

began to hoard their grain and sell it through unofficial 

channels. This created a grain shortage in the cities. To 

counteract the peasants Stalin starÉed a procurement campaign in 

1928 and 1929 enforced with threats. In response, the peasants 

destroyed their crops, and rioted. The Soviet Union was forced 

to import grain that year. 

The grain crisis and peasant political upheaval caused 

Stalin to implement new, far-ranging agricultural policies. In 

1929, he initiated the first of four Five Year Plans. The 

objective was to collectivize all arable land. 'Collectivization 

would take two forms: state farms and collective farms. The 

large state farms were to specialize in and expand grain 

cultivation. The smaller collective farms were to substitute for 
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the village, and hopefully to quell further dissatisfaction. The 

government approached the plan with such force that by the end of 

the first five years approximately four-fifths of the peasant's 

acreage had been collectivized. By 1939, peasant farming had 

ceased to exist. 

Although collectivization met its goal at the end of the 

plan period, production had actually declined. The first Five 

Year Plan resulted in a drastic reduction in food supplies and 

severe local famines. To compensate for the declines, exports 

were sharply reduced and the standard of living dropped 

dramatically, particularly in the villages. The peasants refused 

to work to capacity, and refused to relinquish their means of 

production and livestock (Strauss pg.101) The struggle between 

peasant and government peaked in 1932-33 where four to five 

million peasants were killed. 

The Five Year Plans were characterized by central planning 

in which the government determined the amount of produce to be 

supplied by each farm' and how many rubles would be received in 

exchange. The prices paid by the government for the agricultural 

products Were low and became almost worthless with the growing 

depreciation of the ruble. Farm worker's wages dropped 

continuously from 1928 to 1940. Because farms had to meet 

procurement quotas, the farm administrators often inflated yields' 

to meet the quota. In reality, actual production had fallen 

below the crisis yields of 1927 and 1928. The end results of 
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Stalin's Five Year campaigns were sharp declines in food 

production and living standards. 

World War II  

World War II cost the agricultural sector a great deal. 

Approximately 20 million lives were lost during the war, mostly 

from rural areas. Officially, agricultural output dropped 40% 

during 1940-1945. Grain production fell by one-half, sugar beets 

by two-thirds, and potatoes by one-fourth. Farm equipment was 

also decimated. Many tractors were converted into tanks. Enemy 

looting took an estimated 137,000 tractors, 49,000 combine 

harvesters, 46,000 drill ploughs and 35,000 threshing machines. 

Lack of spare parts and fuel also diminished production. 

After the war, Soviet agriculture had to be rebuilt with a 

loss of millions of farmers, virtually no fully functioning farm 

equipment and scarce livestock. The recovery was slow and patchy. 

Khrushchev  

In 1953, when Khrushchev came to power, he attacked the 

desperate agricultural position with exuberance. Khrushchev's 

agricultural policy can be broken into two separate periods, the 

1953-1958 "Reform Period" and the 1969-1964 "Regroupment Period". 

Khrushchev believed in collectivization, and wanted to increase 

the number of large-scale state farms. The state farms, their 

staff and farm equipment grew rapidly during the reform period. 

While increasing the number of state  farina, Khrushchev reduced 

the number of collective farms by 3,000 a year from 1953-1956, 

consolidating them with state farms. 
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Khrushchev's stated goals for his reform were to

"re-establish the principle of material incentive to the farm

workers to increase output, stronghold the administrative and

technical support on the collective and state farms, remove the

bureaucratic distortions in planning, increase capital

investment, and expand the grain area though a "New Lands

Campaign"' (Strauss, pg. 170). The New Lands campaign was

Khrushchev's greatest endeavor. Since grain production was

insufficient to supply all of the Soviet Union's needs,

Khrushchev planned to increase production by cultivating the

semi-arid "virgin land" of Siberia and Kazakhstan. Between 1954

and 1956, 36 million hectares of grain were planted in this

region. The results up until 1962 were impressive. In 1958, the

new lands produced over one half of the grain in the Soviet

Union. Khrushchev invested great amounts of machinery, money and

labor into the new lands. 18 million hectares of wheat were added

in four years, with the concentration of production in the new

lands region.

However, dependence on grain in the semi-arid-land would

prove to be inadvisable in the long run. The plowing of fragile

soil sharply reduced its fertility. And, since the new lands in

Siberia and Kazakhstan, were in principle meeting thè Soviet

Union's demand for bread and grains, the land that was

traditionally planted wheat was diverted to maize production to

alleviate the shortage of fodder. Maize was planted in the
I

Ukraine, the central black earth belt and the North, which had
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been some of Russia's highest wheat producing regions. Average 

national wheat yields declined and by 1963, acreage planted to 

wheat was half of what it was in 1953. At the height of the 

maize campaign in 1962, 37 million hectares were under maize, 

only of which 7 million hectares were suitable for maize 

production. (Strauss, pg. 176). 

"The reinstatement of producer prices as an effective part 

of agricultural policy was one of the most sustained changes 

introduced by the Khrushchev government. Price adjustment was 

virtually complete for cereals and other agricultural products by 

1958" (Strauss, pg. 200). Financial returns to the collective 

farms increased threefold. 

Brezhnev  

But, the exploitation of land from Khrushchev's "New Lands" 

and the Maize campaigns took its toll after 1958. When Brezhnev 

came to power in 1964, agriculture was still in crisis, although 

at a somewhat less critical juncture. Like Stalin, Brezhnev 

instituted Five Year Plans. The first Five Year Plan for 

1966-1970 invested 71 billion rubles into the collective and 

state farms. It tackled the agricultural pricing system in an 

effort to make farms more profitable. 

The plan included increasing the prices paid for produce, 

increasing wages, and decreasing the price for farm equipment  and  

manufactured goods. Brezhnev condemned Khrushchev's 

unrealistically high quota system, and introduced a new lower 

quota system that would not be changed for the five years. Also, 
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he promised to invest 4 billion rubles in new farm equipment 

plants during the plan period. 

The first Five Year plan lasted for only one year because 

1966 brought such a bumper crop that the produce shortage was 

alleviated. Aasuming the agricultural crisis was past, money 

budgeted for agriculture was funnelled to industry, consumer 

goods, and defense. By 1970, agriculture was again in crisis. 

The inattention to agricultural policy meant that the 

agricultural sector had fallen behind in equipment and 

technology. In addition, the country had a meat shortage. 

Brezhnev's second Five Year Plan invested heavily in farm 

equipment, livestock complexes, and irrigation. Nevertheless, 

the 1970's proved to be a very difficult decade. While enormous 

amounts of money were invested in capital, output was still low. 

The cost of production was rising especially in the livestock 

area. Farm workers wages were increased and subsidies to the 

state farms increased to cover the gap between retail prices and 

procurement expenditures. In addition, by the end of the decade 

the Soviet Union was importing grain on a regular basis to meet 

the increasing demand for livestock feed. Agriculture had become 

a serious drain on the Soviet economy. 

The early 1980's saw continued declines in production caused 

by low yields. This "contributed to the decision to devise new 

approaches to the problems of agriculture. The result was the 

1982 Food Program". (Nove, pg. 12) The Food Program's main goal, 

like the plans and campaigns before, was to increase production. 



The plan called for substantial increases in feed, irrigated land

and drained land, and the delivery of 26.5 million tons of

fertilizer.

The Food Program also was to invest.heavily in

infrastructure, approximately 35% of national investment was to

be directed to the agro-industrial complex, particularly in

transportation, packaging material, storage, farm machinery, and

housing. The problem of inadequate coordination between the

bureaucracies was to be resolved by changing the agro-industrial

complex so that all agencies were linked within a hierarchical

structure. As overseer of the food program, the newly

reorganized agro-industrial complex "insured the coordination of

activities of farms and service agencies, supplies, repairs,

rural construction, procurements, transport and food

distribution". (Nove, pg. 26 )

The first years of the Food Program did not meet the planned

results but there were successes. There was a substantial amount

of fertilizer delivered to farms, up from 18.76 million tons in

1980 to 25.39 million tons in 1985. The numbers of tractors,

combines, and harvesters was increased. On the other hand, there

was a continuing downward trend in land improvements and the cost

of production continued to rise. Grain imports reached an

all-time high in 1984 and the new hierarchical structure of the

agro-industrial complex was also failing. "The reason for the

failure was due to the separate organizations keeping their own

plans and financing, therefore continuing there old practices of
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fulfilling their own quota with disregard to the higher final

production at least cost". (Nove, pg 40.)

Gorbachev and Perestroika

By the time Gorbachev entered into power, problems were

abundant. The lack of coordination between bureaucracies in the

central planning system, forced collectivization and large state

farms had destroyed incentives. Machinery was in short supply

and often poor quality, compounded by severe shortages of spare

parts. Technical advancement was slow, with many tasks that are

mechanized in the West still being done by hand. The

infrastructure was underdeveloped; transportation, storage

facilities, refrigeration facilities, packaging, were all in poor

condition.

Since 1986 Gorbachev has taken measures to strengthened the

Food Program through labor reform and introducing elements of the

private sector. Because of his role as Minister of Agriculture

during Brezhnev's Food Program Gorbachev appreciated the

important and complex role that agriculture played in the

economy. Since coming to power, he has been making steps to

improve the agricultural situation. He has advocated small,

autonomous work groups with contractural relations with farms. He

has encouraged the growth of private sector by making it legal to

own land and encouraging the expansion of private production.

In 1985, Gorbachev made Agrôprom a superministry with

hundreds of subordinate district agro-industrial committees

Gorbachev has also realized the inadequacy of industrial inputsa
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and has made far reaching plans to build the country's

infrastructure . These plans however, have been received with

mixed review .

In September, 1990, Gorbachev announced his intention to

move the entire Soviet economy toward a free-market system ,

however a heated debate has ensued over the shape and pace of

reform . One plan, known as the 500 Day Plan would dismantle the

large state farms and would give farmers "their share of the

land" . As of September 24, 1990 the 500 day plan had failed to

be agreed upon by the legislators, but the legislators gave

Gorbachev sweeping new powers for eighteen months to make the

transition into a free-market economy . It remains to be seen how

President Gorbachev will choose to transform Soviet agriculture .
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The State of Agriculture in East Germany 

Courtney Harold 

The reunification of the tvo Germanies adds an element to the 

restructuring prospects of the East German agricultural sector that sets it 

apart from the rest of eastern Europe. The sector is faced vith the need 

to adjust to sudden massive competition from the West and the transition 

will be difficult. But the transition will be facilitated by favorable 

prices offered with the EC's Common Agricultural Policy and the greater 

availability of inputs and financing from the West. 

The Pre-Var Tears 

Eastern Germany vas a primarily rural region in the early 20th 

century. The primary farm type in the early 20th century vas the 

diversified family farm. Large land owner/tenant farms also existed. 

Prior to World War II in the area of Germany that subsequently 

comprised the German Democratic Republic (GDR), the average farm size vas 

much larger than in the vest, providing the east vith more efficient 

economies of scale. Agricultural education and training vas also superior 

in the east. 

Paper prepared for International Policy Council on Agriculture and 
Trade conference on Restructuring Agriculture and Food in Central Europe 
and the USSR, Budapest, Hungary, October 21 .-24, 1990. 
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Crop yield per hectare, livestock yield per animal, and net food 

production per hectare were all higher in the east than the west in the 

prewar years (Table 1); although fertile soils are generally found only 

vest of the Elbe river, particularly in the areas surrounding Maguduy, 

Halle and Leisig. 

Table 1: East German !s a Percentage of West German Agricultural 
Productivity 

CATEGORY 	 1935/38 	1957/61 	1965 	1970 

Crop Yield per Hectare 	 108 	88 , 	96 	83 

Livestock Yield per Animal 	113 	80 	84 	80 

Net Food Production per Hectare 	107 	75 	84 	68 

Farm land was carefully diversified among the most important crops, 

vheat and rye, vith peas, beans, cucumbers, gherkins, tomatoes, beet root, 

celery, carrots, rhubarb, white and red cabbage, sprouts, and cauliflower. 

Farmers rotated crops seasonally to maximize yields on already marginal 

soils, and often intermingled fruit and vegetable production. 

Average wheat yields from 1934 to 1938 were 2.46 tons per hectare in 

the region subsequently included in the GDR (Cochrane, p. 37). About 630 

thousand hectares of land vere planted to wheat in the east, more than any 

other crop. Average wheat production in the east was 1.5 million tons in 

this same period. Fertilizer in the east vas intensively used at an 

SOURCE: Reprinted from Ronald A. Francisco, Betty A. Laird, and Roy D. 
Laird, eds., "The Political Economy of Collectivized Agriculture", adapted 
from Konrad Merkel, "Neuere Entwicklungen in Produktion und Organisation 
der DDR-Landwirtschaft in der Diskussion, eds. K. Merkel and H. Immler 
(Cologne: Verlag Wissenschaft und Politik, 1973), table 2, p. 33 



average of 0.72 million tons per year. The east vas a net agricultural 

exporter and the west an agricultural importer. 

The transportation and marketing structure at this time vas 

decentralized, and although small scale, vas quite efficient. Private 

producers often made contracts with wholesalers who arranged for the 

transport of commodities to cities and surrounding regions. 

Post World Var II 

Following the var,  Germany vas divided into zones administered by the 

four victors, the British in the northvest, the French in the southwest, 

the U.S. in the vest of West  Germany, and the Soviets in the largest 

region, the east. The western zones vere subsequently merged and became 

the FRG. On October 7, 1949 the Soviets established the German Democratic 

Republic (GDR) as a separate country, ruled by the "Socialist Unity Party" 

(SED) following the forced merger of the Socialist Party (SPD) with the 

Communists, wielding the red power. A constitution vas adopted eight 

months later by a People's Congress of 1,525 members. 

The State of Postvar Agriculture 

The agricultural infrastructure of East Germany vas all but destroyed 

in the final fighting of the var, many farm buildings and villages were 

burned, crops and livestock pillaged or requisitioned by the Soviets, and 

the shortage of working age men vas  severe (p. 65, Francisco et al.). 

During the period of military administration of the Soviet zone (1945- 

49), one-third of the land vas held in large scale farms, and land owned by 

prominent Naxis, absentee owners, religious organizations, Whd, farms of 

100 or more hectares were seized. Most of the land vas redistributed to 
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landless farm workers, and refugees. 2 	The East German government believed 

that "the proletariat must play a leadership role in the economy" 

(Rothnauer, 1988). 

The initial redistribution effort did little to change farmers' 

practices. The few who did voluntarily collectivize at this time, 5 

percent of farmers, produced for the market (where prices were controlled). 

Following the establishment of the GDR, the Association of Mutual Farmer 

Support was organized in 1950 by the government to enable authorities to 

maintain control of the allocation of materials and incentives, and to 

enact reforms at the local level (Francisco et al.). The regime tightened 

controls further by introducing the system requiring farmers to register 

all privately owned goods. This  was  followed by the creation of machine 

loan stations, creating a state monopoly of machinery. 

Collectivization Goes Full Force: 1952 to 1961 

The drive towards collectivization accelerated in 1952, when smaller 

landowners not touched by the expropriations of 1945 were targeted. 

Collectives were designed to appear economically attractive to farmers. 

They were favored by subsidies, lower taxes, minimum income guarantees, and 

cancellation of debts. 

There were three types of collectivized farms in the early 1950s: In 

the first, the farmer retained nominal claim to the land and control of 

machinery, livestock, and buildings. In the second, the farmer retained 

nominal claim to the land but all machinery  vas  collectivized. In the 

third, all property besides a 0.5 hectare plot and a limited dumber of 

2 Previously in the hands of 3,000 landlords, this land was transferred to 
544,000 farm workers (Francisco et al.) 
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livestock vere collectivized. This effort in 1952 led to an initial vave 

of collectivization but many still resisted. 

The riots and unrest following Stalin's death in 1953 slowed down the 

collectivation drive. Only after 5 years did significant efforts resume. 

In 1958, the government sweetened the incentives even more in a final 

attempt to attract farmers to join voluntarily. In 1959, after this effort 

failed, farmers were given no choice. They vere forced to either sign the 

forms to collectivize or leave the farm for the city or Vest Germany. 

Table 2 displays the sharp drop in private land ownership in 1959 and 1960. 

Nearly one-half the country's agricultural land vas forcibly collectivized 

in just three months (Francisco, p. 68). This decision, known as the 

blitzkrieg, appears to have been Party Secretary Walter Ulbricht's alone. 

He vent over the heads of both the Agricultural Ministry and Minister-

President  Grotewohl. 

Table 2. Index of Private Agricultural Area (1950.100) 3  

1950 	100.0 
1951 	99.0 
1952 	98.8 
1953 	78.2 
1954 	79.6 
1955 	76.5 
1956 	73.2 
1957 	70.6 

1958 	65.1 	1966 	6.2 
1959 	54.1 	1967 	6.1 
1960 	7.9 	1968 	6.1 
1961 	7.6 	1969 	5.9 
1962 	6.9 	1970 	5.9 
1963 	6.7 	1971 	5.7 
1964 	6.5 	1972 	5.6 
1965 	6.3 	1973 	5.4 

3 

Farm size also changed under collectivization. The Soviets imposed a 

Moldavian system of agriculture, devoting gigantic tracts of land to single 

SOURCE: Reprinted from Francisco et al. 1950-70 from Gregor Lazarcik, East 
German Agricultural Production, Expenses, Gross and Net Product, and  ---- 
Productivity, 1938 and 1950-1970  (Columbia Research Project on National 
Income in East-Central Europe, Occasional Paper No. 36, 1972). 1971-73 
calculated from Statistisches Jahrbuch der Deutschen Demokratischen 
Republik (East Berlin: Staatsverlag der DDR, 1972-1974). 
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crops (Fisher, 1990) vhich replaced small, multi-crop farms. From 1952 to 

1966 the average size of farms more than tripled in size, from 114 hectares 

to 383 hectares (USDA, 1969). 

An important aspect of collectivization was the focus on maximizing 

physical production (Heym, 1989). Total production dictated farmer income 

received by the government, vith no consideration of quality. The seasonal 

rotation of crops was also cast aside. 

Productivity actually declined as a result of forced collectivization. 

Total net output fell 30 percent from 1960 to 1961. The GDR was not 

equipped to centrally manage complexities of farm production, harvesting, 

machinery and food distribution. There were severe food shortages all over 

the country as the increase in farm machinery demand vent unmet. 

The largest migration ever of farmers to the west did not help the 

already stunned agricultural system. Thousands of East Germans fled to the 

vest in 1959-60, including many of the younger farmers, despite the fact 

that escape had been declared a crime by Ulbricht in 1953 and police were 

stationed along the East-Vest border to prevent it. In total, it is 

estimated that 3.5 million people left East Germany for the vest from 1945 

to 1961. 4  

The Wall and Revitalization of the Economy, 1961-1972 

To quell the westward migration of both farmers and industrial 

workers, the government constructed a guarded barbed  vire zone 3 miles vide 

 all along the east-vest border. The isolation of East Germany from the 

4 
500,000 of these eventually returned but the majority who left permanently 
vere highly specialized, technical workers. This brain drain severely 
damaged the economy. 
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• Vest became complete vith the construction of the well dividing East Berlin 

and West Berlin. 

To the surprise of the west, the construction of the vall vas followed 

by an economic revival in East Germany. The cities of Leipzig, Dresden, 

East Berlin, Magdeburg, and Halle were rebuilt. And in the now 

collectivized agricultural sector, productivity soon climbed back up. 

Compared to other East European countries, yields in East Germany were 

already high. s 	There vas a higher proportion of tractors to arable land, 

more fertilizer consumed per acre and a more stable yearly production level 

than in other communist countries. 

Catching up vith West Germany in per capita food production and 

consumption seemed within reach. There  vas no apparent reason the GDR 

shouldn't succeed: the land vas  just as fertile; farm sizes vere larger 

and presumably more efficient; tvo times as much capital was invested in 

agriculture than the Vest Germany; more labor vas employed; and more 

fertilizer vas used (Francisco, p. 78, 1977). One researcher claimed that 

trying to surpass West Germany motivated the farmers to work hard and 

helped to instill a feeling of nationalism in the people for the first time 

in the post var  era: East Germans began taking pride in their recovering 

economy and strong industrial base (p. 78 Francisco). Others interpret the 

increase in production much more negatively; since farmers vere now trapped 

in East Germany, they vere forced to produce and improvements in technology 

led to increased output despite the collective system and inefficient uses 

of fertilizer and labor. 

s However for some crops, East Germany was behind Yugoslavia and Poland, two 
countries that maintained a portion of their agriculture in private 
farming. 
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Although, East Germany never realized its goal of surpassing the west

in per capita food production, let alone consumption, increased use of

fertilizer and machinery increased in yields sufficiently to make East

Germany nearly self-sufficient in potatoes, sugar beets, and grains .

Exports to COMECON countries increased significantly as did exchanges of

agricultural products for Soviet fuel . Bowever, by the time West Germany

officially recognized the GDR as an independent country in 1973, its

agricultural hey-day was over and it never came close to being competitive

with West Germany .

Agriculture in the 1980s

Under collectivization wages, salaries and bonuses were related to

work performed and performance standards met . However, adjustments were

usually .made when worker performance failed to meet the prescribed levels

or when production fell short of what could be expected from increasing

inputs .

Turbulent transition : 1989 to the presen t

On the eve of November 9, 1989, the day the wall came down, 12 .5

percent of the labor force were still employed in agriculture . Almost all

of East-Germany's farms were collectivized, and had been for nearly 25

years . There were a total of 5,800 collectives and state farms, and

660,000 of East Germany's 800,000 farmers belonged to collectives .

Agriculture comprised only 5 percent of the GNP in East Germany, but

that figure understates agriculture's importance to rural East Germany . In

addition to providing food and employment, collective farms had become the

focus of East German rural life . They were responsible for administering

kindergartens, schools, community centers, medical facilities, and more .
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-Dismantling the collective farm system will have profound effects, and huge 

adjustments will need to be made to adopt a free market system, with 

privately owned farms. °  Even though East Germany's most important crop, 

wheat, is projected to reach a record (11.5 million mt) this year, it is 

difficult to approach short-term agricultural prospects in the GDR with any 

optimism. 

As a result of reunification it is estimated that up to half of the 

East German farm population will out of work -- 400,000 of 800,000 farmers 

will be forced.to  leave the farm.' Last winter, the East German 

wholesaling and price control systems broke down. And since the currency 

union with the FRG mark on July 1, 1990, East German food products have 

encountered severe competition from the West. Whether quality differences, 

superior packaging and selection or the pervading notion that "Vest is 

Best" are motivating the switch, the market for East German agricultural 

products has plummeted. °  As a result, East German milk is being poured out 

in the streets, some crops are not being harvested because the farmers 

claim they won't be able to sell the product. 

That some farmers are not harvesting their crops demonstrates that 

commonly understood free market notions such as'opportunity cost are 

foreign to East Germans. 9  In the vest those crops would be harvested and 

put on the market at reduced prices because any revenue earned Would 

6 

7 In the general economy it has been estimated that 4 million of the 8.9 
million workers vill be jobless by the end of the year. ("East German 
Economy Far Sicker then Expected," Ferdinand Hotzman, NYT 9/4/90) e East Germans are also crossing the Polish border to buy goods made cheap 
by the strong German mark. 

9 per conversation with Ulrich Koester, professor, Kiel University, 
September 17, 1990. 
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contribute towards the farmer's fixed costs. Even selling food grain for

feed would be better than not harvesting it at all.

The sharp drop in demand is compounded by the first exposure to West

German prices. For some products such as fruits and vegetables,producer

prices in the West are lover than they were in East Germany. For example,

the GDR paid farmers £160 a ton for potatoes and then sold them for £45 per

ton. East German producer prices have now dropped in line with thé EC

intervention price and collectives receive only £65 per ton, a decrease of

40 percent. (Richardson, 1990). The EC suggested a transitional program to

ease the shock to farmers, with income payments to East German farmers that

would be phased out over a period of four years (Buchan, Dickson, NYT). On

the other hand, consumer prices are up, dampening demand.

The loss of consumer price subsidies will affect not only the demand

for food but also employment. Because food prices were generously

subsidized under communist rule, excess workers could be kept employed at

low wages (Financial Times, p. 31, Richardson). There was no incentive to

use labor efficiently. Of the 1 million workers on East German farms, Vest

German officials say only 250,000 are needed (Richardson, 1990). A

significant cut in labor employed in agriculture appears necessary if the

sector is to be competitive in the EC; however in the short-term such a cut

vould be painful.

It Is easy to understand why 90 percent of collective farmers resist

private ownership -- small farmers would be faced with losses while

adjustments to competition within the EC. On August 15 19901 250,000

farmers protested in Berlin, calling for higher farm gate prices (NYT,

Binder). Farmers claimed present payments aren't enough to cover the
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higher prices being charged for, food and other basic items since the West

German mark became the official currency (Garcia, 1990). Already vages and

salaries in the east are only half those in the vest.

At present, agricultural products that cannot be sold in East Germany

are exported to the USSR under existing trade agreements. The EC has

assured Germany that this trade can continue but they will want to know

quantities, prices and qualities to ensure the 1989 EC-Soviet trade accord

is not undermined and that there is no back-door favoritism (Richardson,

Financial Times). However, the shift to world prices may slow demand for

East German agricultural products in the East. On the other hand, East

German agriculture will benefit from its inclusion in the EC price.support

system and from EC as well as West German structural assistance.

Reunification comes at a time vhen the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) of

the EC is attempting to curb budget expenditures, hovever, the EC is

obliged to grant the same types of aid to East Germany as it provides to

other less developed regions of the EC. The EC has estimated the cost of

this,aid at $9.6 billion a year; about half would be paid by West Germany

(Agricultural Outlook, May 1990, USDA).

It is important to recall that under communist rule maximizing the

quantity of production or yield was the only goal for agriculture.

Quality, innovative marketing schemes and packaging, and cosmetic

presentation have been absent from the farmer's production decisions for

nearly 50 years. This is yet another adjustment that must be made before

the GDR's agricultural sector is revitalized. It must adjust to win back

the consumers who turn vest for better quality products. The least

optimistic critics have said that the entire East German farm structure may
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have to be destroyed and rebuilt from scratch (Richardson, Financial 

Times). 

Others believe East Germany can adjust and eventually compete in the 

east if reform measures and transitional assistance are implemented 

quickly. The influx of private and government investment from Vest Germany 

puts the agricultural and food processing sectors in East Germany at a 

significant advantage over other reforming east European economies, and 

will allow the transition to take place relatively quickly. 
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ROMANIA'S AGRICULTURE 

TiE STRATEGY OF TRAILITIOU TO TEE MARKET 

EcoNomr 

This conference, organized under the high patro-

nage of International Policy Council on Agriculture and • 

Trade allows me to present to the distinguiihed partici-

pants the problems concerning the strategy of transition 

to the market economy of Romania's agriculture.' I hope 

the exchange of opinions will open new horizons  and  new 

solutions for our futm‘e activity, concerning broader in- 

ternational trade, investments and finance, know-how, better 

scientific relâions. etc. From the very beginning 
- 

should like to mentioi, that we ere now facing extremely 

difficult economic and social .problems. We  are  confronted 

with en economic crisis that needs investigation on its 

genesis, manifestation, dimensions, a.s.0., not only to 

get a realistic image of the economy Romanis has *inherited, 

but to become awere that this.crisis will still probably 

last, e part of the future period, too. The character. 

extramely centrallised end burocrstic of the stste'npno- • 	- 
polistic socialism, that  acquired incredible fens, m.-

lised the initiative  and cretiveness of the »misty, WI -

to lock of logic and  efficiency in using  the  resoisicast 
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liverting  te  economic activit -  '.rom its normal social 

inality - human needs. 

Great imbalances eppeared in economy, reflected 

ry tbe lagsing behind  of  agriculture, en oversized heavy. 

_ndustr:,- , the aggravation of the problems of enerzy and 

.ne cUectins the services. The coMpetitiveness of Romania's 

._conomy was severely affected by its isolation from the 

world end Ï.uropean economic, technical and scientific 

circuit. 

In view of the transition  to the market economy, 

new komania's fundamental option, which meets a national 

consensus, the parliament and the government have elabo-

cated a strategy of graduel but quick transition, with 

main characteristics: decentralization of the economic . 

activity, privatization, price liberalization, which of 

course leads to en open economy. The parliament and the 

..jovernment are opening wide horizons to the market economy, 

considerinb: the needs., possibilities, traditions  and  in-

terests of the Romanian people and edopting from the ex-

perience of developed countries those practices considered 

suitable to the Romanian conditions. 

The change in agriculture play a major pert 

within the strategy of transition to the market economy, 

as the evolution of the entire national economy depends 

;pon the solving of the agricultural problems. 	. 

In order of the integrstion of agriculture  into 

z.ue market economy, the government  bas  elaborated  a  stre- 

with the following main components: 
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- e new agricultural•structure, by changing

the Sorms Of property Of the land and of the other produc-

tion tactors ;

- a new mechanism of organisation e2d Sùnctio-. . . . . .
ning of the food markets ;

the modification of the financial and tax

eystea j

- the technological reshaping of agriculture,

correlated with the iarm supplies and the training of th e

mrmers :

In order to achieve these targets, laws have

been elaborated . Also the role of the governmental and

non governmental institutions in supportino the develop-

ment of agriculture and in assisting the fermera have '

been determined

.This in a-long term s trategy, gradually im-

proved, eccording to the economic and social changes

which will occur in the entire national economy .

As it is not possible to present all the details

of this strategy, we will try to tell you what boa been .

done and what is still to be done in agriculture with th e

hope that your suggestions and observations will be a

real help for us .

Shortly after the 1989 December Revolution, the

provisional government decided to take resolute steps for'

-the transition of agriculture to the market economy .

These steps were legally stipulated by the Decrees-laws

nr. 42 and 431199o*vvthe.7 providelland allotment to the

.cooperative members and to DthAr r'toQnri ao nP n~n.~1 e
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represents about one third o:• the. agricultural area of

the country); the abolition c. the state monopole on

the trade with agricultural products; the liberalisation

of the a gric:u ltura 1 pricss; the abolition of thir state

monopole on the production meane cad the selling of trac-

tors and other production means to the private termers;

the grantir.g of total autonomy to the farmers and coo-

peratives, to determine the crop structures yields and

its utilisation; the writting off the debts of the coo-

peratives; the increase of the-pensions of the cooperative

nembers,

These measures have'determined a revigoretion

of the agricultural production; by increasing the pro-

ducers' intere3t in selling their products on the market.

The supply of vegetsbles, fruits, egts, meat, milk and

dairy products has been improvèd. The prices of certain

products ( cereals) have decreesed-as compered.to last

year, while the prices of other products ( vegetables,

fruits, dairy products, a:o.) have been maintained within

acceptable limits. In order to ensure the normal supply

of the population, the export of food products has been

stopped. Moreover, b.esides the food aid granted by the

European Economic Community, and the II.S.A., wesimported

great quentities of food stuffs.

At the present time, the government is working

on the new land.lew which will be submitted to the'par-

liament.

The main principles of this low are:
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1. - the recognition of the right of property 

on the land  owned by the peasants et joining the agricul-

tural production cooperative end the granting of the pror 

party title; • . 
AO. 

2. - the recognition of the  right of option 

of each owner how to use his  land.  He can decide:  

.. to work  bis  land in association, in the 

existing cooperatives, but on new principles, mutually 

agreed upon; 

.. to withdraw from tee cooperative end to . 

individually work his land. 

3.- the allotment of the lend to the land - 

cwners is suggested to be done in compact lots and not on 

the old locations, msk:i.ng thus possible a more efficient 

land use. This  will be carried out, if wanted, by kinship 

or by neighbourhood, in order to create the best associa-

tion conditions for working the la nd; 

4. - the peasants with cw or very little land 

will be given  land  from the existing reserves, or re:um:- 

ces that will be crested  for  this purpose; 

5.- the land owner will  bave  the legal right 
1 	- 

to lend, mortgage or sell the land he owns, according 

to the provisions of the lev.. 

According to the ebove-mentioned measures, 

about 80 % of the agricultural land will become private 

property. About 20 % of the agriculture' lend will be 

private state property or to the oth-r public agents. 
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More or less, the some trend 	1 effect the ownership 

• structure of the other produc -  in factors (tractors, 

machines end equipment, buildings for agrozootechnical 
. 	' 

.me,  etc.). 

Changes in agricultural ownership structure 

will reshape.today's organization forms, and will allow 

the trpnsition to a pluralism of social organization . 

forms, and these will be the following: . • 

a) family farm; 

h) production, processing, marketing, etc., 

ssocistions made out by the association of the independenl 

owners (private, public, etc.); 

c) agricultural enterprises, organized as auto-
. 	. 

nomous units or commercial societies and based . upon pri-

vate state properties oe mixed ones. 

The policy of the government is to.facilitate 

these changes, so that all forms of agricultural owner-

ship end exploitation structure may have equal chances 

on the agricultural market and work out their organi-

zation and development strategies.. 	. 

At the same time, we intend to.introduce a. 

new organization end functioning mechanism of the food 

products market, end e  new financial system.  The future 

organization  of  production, processing, storing and mar-

ketins will be based upon the vertical and horizontal 

inte;ratiOn, in which the processing and marketing-asso-

ciations of agricultural production play the main role. 

. / . 
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'Lbolishi :~g state monopôly on the trade Yith

agricultural produgt;s and liberalizing the prices, we

will stimulate the initiative of the farmers . Simul

- teneously with"t he price liberali zation, the government
plans to take compensatory steps, to protect the consumers'

purchasing . power .

The diversification of the forms of property

and of the types of farms, the development of their eco-
noric activity on the basis of autonomy and eficiency

require that i nvestment decisions•be trensfered to them .

The investment funds will be made out of the

financial resources of the private owners, of the coope-

ratives units, state units, etc ., and of credits from the
domestic and foreign banks .

The government will mainly finance activities

and objectives of national interest in agriculture, namely :

• - inves±ments for sci entific fundamental re- .
S C'8 Z-ch i

- land reclamation (large irrigation systems,

soil erosion and drainage, saline soils reclamation, etc . )

- environment protection .

As regards the.credit and financial'syste ■

with the generei reform of the . finencial and baak system,

we have in view the following main forms :

- long-term credits for technological reshaping

.(pûrchasing of machines and equipment, animals, etc .) ;

- long-term prefereAtial credits for the new

family farms, especially for the young families (agri-
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culturel equipment, buldings, •nimals, houses, etc.); 

- special long-term credits for producers in 

nfavourable •reas; 

- short-time credits for current expenditures. 

Within the tex system, we shall have in view 

the application of incentive taxes for production increase, 

especially technical crops. 

The fundamental characteristic of the agricul-

tural development will be the transition from the predo-

minantly extensive to the intensive system. 

At the present, we are at the beginning of a' 

technological reshaping process in agriculture, a long - 

lasting process that will require large funds, namely 

4 n the field of: 

- mechanization, the modernizaiion of the 

existing tractors and agricultural »Chines end their 

adjustment to the new farm structures; 	 • 

- land reclamation, especially the moderni-

zation of the irrigation systems on about 3 million 

hectares; 

- food industry, the modernisation  and developv 

2ent of the processing sector of all the agriculturel raw 

materials, of vital necessity. • 1  new system of •gricni-

tural productà marketing must be introduced end able to 

Beet the requirements of the consumers; • 	 • 

- scientific research, endowment with and 

.odernization of the research equipment, especially for 

oioeneneerins end biotechnology; 
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- informatics e . endovment with equipment for 

the • utomatic processing of date. 

In view of harmonising the development of agrti-

culture with the environment,  vs  shall reconsider our con-

ceptiens on the technical progress and, first of ell, on 

the production techniques, end we shall increase the pert 

played by the I:dialogical factor in the vegetal end animal 

production. 

The development of the new structures of agri-

cultural property and their integretion in the market e- 

•conomy require a new strategy  and long-term actions, due 

mainly to the biological processes determining the agri-

cultural production. At the same time, the way of thinking 

and action of the farmers must be changed, as for more 

than 35 years they  have  been accustomed with economic and 

social concepts diffeient from those of the market economy. 

- à particular attention must be paid to the  training of 

the young farmers, c4arecterized by sound technolégical, 

economical, marketing end management.knowledge, by ini-

tiative and creàtivity. The most important problems to 

be solved  are  those concerning the improvement of the 

age end sex structure, the complete end efficient use of 

the men power, the increase of'the professional training, 

the introductiOn of  e  mechanism able to. stimulate the 

private .initiative and ihe decision making. 	• 

• The fundamental changes in Romania's agriculture 

will create the necessary conditions for en accelerated. 
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increase in the agricultural production, able to meet 

both the >tome end the export requirements. According 

to some estimations, in the future, Romania will produce 

important quentities of wheet, fresh . and frozen iegetables, 

Iryed vegetables, free fruits, high quality wines, most 

and meet products, etc. 	 • 

Romania intents to develop its commercial re-

lations both with the western countries end with.its tra-

ditional partners in Eastern Europe and the USSR to fa-

cilitate the import of some raw materiels. 

We wish to extend our relations with the Eu-

ropean Economic Community countries and to negociate with 

them long-term agreements in the field of food trade, joint 

ventures, investiment of capital in the technological re-

shapIng of agriculture, especially land reclamation, hor-

ticulture, food processing,  as  well  as  export on third 

• markets. 

To stimulate the foreign capital investments 

in Romanis, the government end parliament have recently 

crested the legal fremeWork allowing the organization of 

economic units with up to 100 % foreign capital, free of 

taxes and taxes on incomes, capital transfer facilities, 

incentive interest, etc. 

At the same time, external credits  ire  stipu-

lated, especially for carrying out some development, 

technological reshaping end modernization programs, es 

well aefor supporting the development of the private 

system in agriculture and the food industry. 
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We hope ;hat a main source of financing  vil  

be the international systems IMF;  BD,  IFC, etc., Romania 

being a membejo of all these organizationa. 

The experience of.other'countries indicates 

that the transition to the market economy'is accompanied 

by the emergence of some negative economic end .social 

phenomena, economic stagnation otrecessiOn, inflation, 

unemployment, aggravation of the social contradictions. 

Considering all these; the government plans' 

to intensify the rhytm of reforms, by an active inter-

vention in the economic end social field, in order to 

diminuish the magnitude of these phenomena, to shorten 

their manifestation period. 

Finally, I should like to mention that the 

effort made by our government, having in 'new the tran-

sition of the Romanian agriculture to the market economy 

end its development, could have good results only if 

this agriculture is integrated into the European end 

world economy. 

We hope that the exchange of opinions et this 

Conference will'be helpful in shaping our strategy e and, 

et the same time, it will be beneficial both for Romania 

and for the European and international community. 

000 
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ThÉ Polish economy is undergoing a fundamental transformat-,on.

We are committed to the rapid transition from a centra lly

planned economy to one based on free market principles. Th_

implies a radical legal, institutional and economic

restructuring. Our goal is a strong, stable, market oriented

economy, based on principles of private ownership, liberaxlised
I

trade and increased integration with Europe and the rest of

the world.

A enormous amount has already been achieved. The 'Palcerowicz

Plan' has succeeded in rapidly stabilising the economy: the

hyperinflation of 19B9 has been defeated and the budget

balanced. In addition tremendous progress has been made in

economic transformation: prices have been liberalised

subsidies removed, and central- allocation of resources

abandoned. Our trade regime has been fully liberalised, the

zloty i s convertible for trading purposes and the exchange

rate is stable. The result has been a significant increase in

net exports, and an economy that is truly open to the world.

The legal and institutional restructuring is also well

underway. The Ministry of Ownership Transformation is charged

with the large-scale privatisation of state enterprises;

considerable measures have been taken to break up the

monopolies that characterised the previous reigime; banks are

1 egal 1 y independent and plans for a thorough reform of the

banking system are well underway. These factors will

encourage the development of wider capital markets. Laws aimEd

at liberalising the regulatory environment and encouraging
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foreign investment have been passed. 

Although the existence of a suitable legal and institutional 

environment is a prerequisite for the growth of a true 

Western-style market economy, it is clear that the process of 

restriucturing goes well beyond the creation of suitable 

institutions. The restructuring process will not be completed 

overnight. It will also not be achieved'without costs. The 

rapid increase in input prices, the high cost of credit and 

the drop in domestic demand have aiready•caused major problems 

for Polish agriculture. The adaptation to the challenges of 

the market, cif private ownership and of international 

competition in a period of economic recession is not an easy 

task. 

Polish agriculture, however, is well placed to face these 

challenges, and we are confident of being able to make an 

important 	contribution 	both 	during 	the 	process 	of 

restructuring' and in the long  term restructured economy. 

Poland has a unique advant.age in its predominantely private 

agricultural structure. Over 75% of Poland's arable land is 

farmed by private farmers. Under the previous regime, 

characterised by e policy promoting heavy industry, the 

agricultural sector suffered from input shortages, a largely 

state-controlled and monopolistic processing network, and 

distorted access tu export markets. There was low labor and 

cepital mobility, little progress in strucutural development, 

and • ittle incentive to diversify or jmprove  production.  In 

the processing industry, monopolistic state enterprises  ha o no 
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incentive to improve efficiency or quality. Marketino chanH.els 

and techniques remain highly underdeveloped. 	These factors 

have made it impossible for Polish farmers to realise  the  

• full potential. 

Despite these 	problems, agriculture can 	make a 	major 

contribution to a restructured Polish economy, guided by the 

broad principles that are beino applied to the overall 

economic reform. As in all other market economies, there will 

of course be a need for specific measures in adriculture. 

designed to 	prevent excessive 	market fluctuations 	and 

encourage stability. 

Agriculture is a vital part of our national economy: over 40' 

of the Polish population live in rural areas, of whom EV% 

derive all, or part, of their income from agriculture. It 

contributes 12% to our •oross domestic product and agro•food 

exports make up 20% of all hard-currency exports. At the same 

consumer expenditure. If one adds the additional linkages with 

I  ndustries producing aoricultural machinery and providing 

services, then it ' becomes clear that agriculture is an 

extremely important sector of the economy. 

The contribution of the agricultural sector will be achieved 

at var-ious levels. It will cOntribute to exports, it will 

provide employment and will improve domestic food supply. 

These goals are not mutually exclusive. Poland  is committed 

to promoting the development of agriculture on a broader 
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basis
. We want to create an agricultural sector based on

ter_hnically efficient and economically viable farm units
. We

want to create competitive agro-industries producing h
:gh

quality products both for the domestic market and -for export
.

We, want to promote the development of a strong rural sector
.

Ibased on private enterprise in agri-servicing, in small-sr_a :le

industries and in tourism . In ac.hievlloJ a~l o~ ese oJvallS,++ e-
dl&e.r,n;nrd bo place khe h~, -f,JF on oc-eCf►' C' ^
enhG nci~5 O.r rvf~i lc".e S ~ey~ C a., d en~~~a+~i^C- . ~

This broad vision can be broken down into three main areas
:

the contribution of the rural sector as a whole, the

contribution of agricultural production and processing

specifically, and the role of trade . .In addition there are two

time-frames
: the contribution during the restructuring

process, and the expected contribution in a restructured

economy
. Finally, it is importar7t to lay out the mechanisms

by which these goals can be achieved .

In the short-term, the restructuring of industry, implies

sianificant, transitionary unemployment
. This is likely to

imply a temporary increase in the number of people involved

fUll tinte in agriculture
. Part-time farmers, who lose their

industrial jobs . will rely primarily on their farms for

income
. This is an important means of cushioning the overall

transition of the economy, but it also implies a temporary

set-bacl :: for agrarian re=tructuring
. It is important to lool :

bAyond this transitionary phase for a long-term aqricultural

role
. Flpri cu1 ture wi 1 1 not be an ' arti f i ci a1 employment

sponge' in the longi-term
. As in other sectors, its employment

level will depend on its overall competitiveness
.
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In the long term the contribution of the rural sectOr as 

whole should be considered, rather than simply agriculture. 

' Agriculture is the backbone, but not the only component, of 

the rural economy. The examples of other industrialised 

countries show that the contribution of agriculture to  GDF'  is 

likely to decline as wider economic development occurs. 	Our 

current farmina population is relatively old, and man'y farms 

are too small to be viable as long term economic units. There 

will undoubtedly be a gradual shift in our agrarian structure 

towards larger farm units. This will inevitably mean a 

reduction in the number of farmers in Poland. Thus in the 

long term there will be a decline in the apparant importance 

of agriculture, both as an employer and contributor to  GDF.  

However, this does not mean a decline in the importance of the 

rural sector. There will be a major increase in non-farm 

rural employment, particularly in the service sector of the 

rural economy. Currently the ratio of employment between • 

 production and service sectors in the rural economy is 4:1. 

Within the next decade it  is  foreseen that this will shift to 

3:2, as increasing numbers of the rural population find jobs 

outside the directly agricultural sector. The importance of 

fostering this non-farm rural sector cannot be overstated. It 

will be based on private enterprise, it has the potential for 

generating considerable employment, for attraCting investment 

and for maintaining  'and  indeed increasing) the attractiveness 

of rural life. 

Fostering this sector demands.substantial investment in rural 
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infrastructure, which is currently at a very low level in 

Poland. Improvement in the water supply, the supply of gas, 

telephones etc are  vital if rural life is to be attractive. 

Simliarly initiatives to foster rural enterprise (credits, tax 

exemptions, training programmes etc) will increase these 

opporttuities. An effective rural banking sector is a vital 

ingredient. The overall approach should be a decentralisation 

of 	initiatives, with 	regional 	and local 	rather than 

'government' development programmes; 

The goal of agricultural production itself will • be to improve 

the competiveness, quality and variety of its products. This 

will enable a strengthening of domestic self-sufficiency, an 

improvement in the Polish diet and the development of a solid 

export base. For the Polish farmer the discipline of the 

market, of a demand barrier and of competition from imports, 

will imply a shift in production patterns. The role of the , 

government will be both to improve the efficiency of the 

market and stabilise excessive fluctuations, as well as 

Improve technical assistance and extension services.  Poland 

has a strong tradition of agricultural research and a high 

level of technical expertise. The increased contribution of 

farm production depends on the effective dissemination of this 

know-how. 

Achieving a more varied,  more  competitive and high-quality 

level of domestic production also implies considerable change 

in Poland's food processing industry. A restructured domestic 

processng industry ,  supplemented by new private micro-food 
; 
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processing plants, is expected to be one of the most dynamir - 

branches of the Polish economy in the future. 	There is 

considerable room for growth in almost all areas, from meat- 

processing to fruit & vegetable processing to the dairy 

industry. 	We expect that competition from foreign imports 

will force an improvement in efficiency, in quality, in 

1 
variety and in marketing. 	Already Poland's consi 'derable 

potential in this sector has been recognised: over 1/3 of all 

foreign companies involved in Poland have invested in this 

area. 

The oovernment's main contribution to achieve this goal will 

be the rapid privatisation of old state-owned processing 

enterprises, as well as the creation of an economic climate 

favourable both to new private domestic initiative and foreign 

investment. In addition we hope for considerable cooPeratjon 

with foreign capital, and with representatives of foreign 

governments. 

An agricultural sector and .agri-food industry that achieves 

these goals will certainly be able to make a considerable 

contribution to Poland's exports. Geographically Poland is 

ideally placed for serving both the Western and Eastern 

markets. There has been a dramatic increase .  in agricultural 

and agri-food exports since January 1st 1990. It is expected 

that the level of exports will increase in future. though 

thelr structure will chenge. Currently the majority or exports 

are of raw .agricultural products. However, in a restructured 

economy, we expect an increasing empnesis on trie agricultural 
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export of high value-added processed goods. 

From January 1st of next year, the transition to tradP,  based 

on convertible currencies with our COMECON partners, presents 

a major opportunity for increased exports in agricultural 

produets. 	Geographical proximity and existing ties. make 

Poland an attractive and competitive trading partner. 

As I mentioned before, we are aware that foreign imports will 

accelerate the speed with which Poland's agro-industry is 

 restructured and modernised. Polish agriculture will have to 

become increasingly efficient in order to compete. 

We expect considerable benefit s .  from free trade and support 

the liberalisation of world trade in agricultural products in 

the Uruguary Round of GATT negotiations. 	But the unique 

nature of the agricultural economy makes a total reliance on 

the market unrealiStic and undesirable. 

Nonetheless, we realise that the protectionist policies of the 

Europearli Community with regard to agricultural products are 8 

considerable barrier to our liberal trade policY. We are 

therefore interested in developing wider associations with 

Western Europe, resulting in 'increased openness in 

aoricultural.and agri-food trade. We endeayour to achieve the 

abolition  of existing barriers.' 

In conclusion, it seems clear to us that agriculture has a 

major contribution to play in a restructuring and restruCtured 
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economy. It ha_ the advantage of a hi stori cal 1 y pr i vat,s.,

production structure, it provides an immediatt export rjase and

it can absorb some of the urban unemployed. Therestructuring

of agriculture itself will, no doubt, imply high costs.

Already these costs have been considerable.

Our goals are not overambitious, but rather an indispensable

condition for our adaptations to a severe economic
rEality.

Fo1 ish agri cul tur.e wi 1 1 certai nl y be a major factor in our

coUntry's economic development. àjt the same time we nope it

wi 11 ac:hi eve a per manent posi ti on i n the i nternati onal

economic community.
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MR MODERATOR - LADIES AND GENTLEMEN 

IN MANY WAYS IT IS APPROPRIATE FOR A NEW ZEALANDER TO BE 

ASKED TO COMMENT IN THIS SESSION. 

OUR COUNTRY EVEN WITH ITS DEPENDENCE ON TRADE TRIED TO 

DIVORCE ITSELF FROM WHAT WAS HAPPENING IN THE REST OF THE 

WORLD AND OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS WE HAVE HAD TO BRING 

OURSELVES BACK INTO REALITY. 

IN EFFECT WE HAVE INTERNATIONALISED OUR ECONOMY. 

I FEEL THEREFORE, THAT OUR EXPERIENCES MAY BE HELPFUL IN 

JUDGING WHAT SHOULD BE DONE AND INDEED WHAT SHOULD NOT BE 

DONE. 

IT IS ALSO APPROPRIATE FOR A NEW ZEALANDER TO COMMENT 

BECAUSE WE HAVE ENJOYED VERY GOOD TRADING RELATIONSHIPS 

WITH THE COUNTRIES CONCERNED FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS. 

WE ALSO VERY MUCH WELCOME THE PARTICIPATION OF HUNGARY IN 

OUR "CAIRNS" GROUP OF COUNTRIES FOR THE URUGUAY GATT ROUND. 

THERE IS NO WAY I CAN DETAIL THE NEW ZEALAND EXPERIENCE IN 

THE SHORT TIME AVAILABLE BUT I HOPE I CAN GIVE A SHORT 
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SUMMARY WHICH WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEBATE.

NEW ZEALAND IS AN EFFICIENT PRODUCER OF A NUMBER OF

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.. ITS FORTUNES HAVE FLUCTUATED.

HIGHPOINT WAS IN THE 1950S WHEN THERE WAS SEEMINGLY

UNLIMITED DEMAND FOR OUR PRODUCE.

LOWPOINTS WERE THE DEPRESSION OF THE THIRTIES WHEN THERE

WAS VERY REAL POVERTY AND THE RECESSIONS OF THE SEVENTIES'

AND EIGHTIES AS AGRICULTURAL PROTECTIONISM AND

SUBSIDISATION BY THE WEALTHY INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES RUINED

WORLD AGRICULTURAL MARKETS.

NEW ZEALANDERS RESPONDED IN A NUMBER OF WAYS.

FIRSTLY A MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY WAS ESTABLISHED USING

VERY PROTECTIONIST POLICIES.

THE WEALTH WHEN IT WAS THERE WAS CHANNELLED INTO GENEROUS

WELFARE SYSTEMS THROUGH HIGH RATES OF PERSONAL TAXATION.

THE SCHEMES STAYED IN PLACE ONCE THEY WERE ESTABLISHED

IRRESPECTIVE OF THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY.

THE LEVEL OF INTERVENTION IN THE ECONOMY WAS HIGH WITH THE

EXCHANGE RATE BEING CONTROLLED. GOVERNMENT OFTEN BECAME

IN THE CENTRAL WAGE FIXING SYSTEM.
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WAGES AND PRICES WERE FIXED ON A COST-PLUS PRINCIPLE. 

THEY GENERALLY REFLECTED AND SOMETIMES EXCEEDED THE RATE 

OF INFLATION. 

EXPORTERS, MOST OF WHOM WERE FARMERS WERE SEVERELY 

AFFECTED BECAUSE THEY 

ZEALAND MARKET AND SELL 

RAD  TO BUY ON A PROTECTED NEW 

ON A COMPETITIVE INTERNATIONAL ONE. 

FARMERS WERE COMPENSATED FOR THIS STATE OF AFFAIRS BY 

PERIODIC DEVALUATIONS AND BY AN INCREASING ARRAY OF 

SUBSIDIES. GOVERNMENT DID ITS BEST TO HELP BUT THE 

SUBSIDIES WERE NEVER REALLY ADEQUATE. 

DEFICIT BUDGETING BECAME THE NORM AND THE COUNTRIES DEBT 

INCREASED AT A RAPID RATE THROUGH A 15 YEAR PERIOD WHEN 

THE CUMULATIVE RATE OF INFLATION WAS 450%.. MOST OF OUR 

TRADING PARTNERS HAD RATES OF MUCH LESS THAN HALF THAT. 

U.S.A. HAS 128% AND JAPAN JUST 78% OVER THE SAME PERIOD. 

THESE WERE 2 OF OUR LARGEST TRADING PARTNERS. 

UNEMPLOYMENT GREW BUT THE TRUE FIGURES WERE' DISGUISED 

BECAUSE GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND CORPORATIONS WERE ASKED 

TO EMPLOY MANY MORE PEOPLE THAN THEY NEEDED. 

IN THE EARLY EIGHTIES WE FINALLY REALISED THAT WE COULD NO 
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LONGER AFFORD SUCH EXTRAVAGANT AND UNREALISTIC POLICIES 

AND WE HAVE EMBARKED ON A MAJOR RESTRUCTURING OF OUR 

ECONOMY. 

MOST OF OUR FORMERLY CONTROLLED INDUSTRIES HAVE BEEN 

DEREGULATED. THESE INCLUDE TRANSPORT, MEAT PROCESSING, 

AVIATION, BANKING AND A NUMBER OF OTHERS. 

MANY OF THE FORMER SUBSIDIES INCLUDING ALL THOSE PAID TO 

FARMERS HAVE BEEN PHASED OUT AS GOVERNMENT HAS FOUGHT TO 

REDUCE THE DEFICIT THROUGH REDUCED EXPENDITURE. 

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS HAVE BEEN COMPLETELY RESTRUCTURED. 

SOME HAVE BEEN CORPORATISED OTHERS HAVE BEEN SOLD. FUNDS 

RECEIVED FROM THE SALE OF THESE DEPARTMENTS HAVE BEEN USED 

TO RETIRE DEBT. 

THE TAXATION SYSTEM HAS BEEN CHANGED SO THE DIRECTION HAS 

BEEN CHANGED WITH A GREATER EMPHASIS BEING PLACED ON 

INDIRECT TAXATION WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF A SPENDING TAX 

AND A REDUCTION IN INCOME TAX RATES. 

THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY HAS HAD ITS PROTECTION 

"CONVERTED TO TARIFFS AND THE TARIFFS ARE BEING 

PROGRESSIVELY REDUCED. 
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THE CURRENCY HAS BEEN FLOATED AND THE CENTRAL BANK GIVEN A

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITY TO CONTROL INFLATION . IT HAS

ADOPTED A TIGHT MONETARY POLICY AND INTEREST RATES HAVE

BEEN AT VERY HIGH LEVELS .

THE MEASURES HAVE BEEN HARSH . IN RETROSPECT MOST PEOPLE

WOULD AGREE THAT SOME OF THE REFORMS HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT

IN THE WRONG ORDER . THIS HAS MADE THE MEDICINE MORE

BITTER THAN IT MAY NEED HAVE BEEN . MANY WOULD ALSO SAY

THAT OUT LABOUR MARKET IS STILL TOO PROTECTED AND

INFLEXIBLE AND THAT THIS HAS MADE THE REFORM LESS

SUCCESSFUL AT THIS STAGE THAN IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN .

WE HAVE FINALLY GOT INFLATION DOWN TO A . REASONABLE LEVEL

AND ACHIEVEMENT OF OUR GOAL OF 0 TO 2% IS IN SIGHT BUT THE

POPULATION IS VERY UNEASY BECAUSE THEY HAVE HAD TO ENDURE

REAL HARDSHIP WITHOUT MUCH REWARD AT THIS STAGE .

WE HAVE BEEN HIT VERY HARD BY AGRICULTURAL PROTECTIONISM

AND SUBSIDISATION . IT IS NOT AN EXAGERATION TO SAY THAT

IF WE DON'T HAVE REAL LIBERALISATION THROUGH THIS GATT

ROUND OUR ECONOMY WILL FAIL .

MANY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES ARE IN A SIMILAR SITUATION .
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THEY HAVE BEEN LENT MONEY BY WEALTHY COUNTRIES.

THEY HAVE BEEN TOLD TO ADOPT ORTHODOX ECONOMIC POLICIES.

THEY HAVE DONE THIS AND TIiEN BEEN TOLD THAT THEY CANNOT

HAVE ACCESS FOR THEIR EXPORTS.

IT IS AS DISASTER FOR THEM.

THE DEVELOPED WORLD MUST NOT MAKE THE SAME MISTAKE AGAIN.

THE WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY OF BRINGING THE COUNTRIES OF

CENTRAL EUROPE AND THE U.S.S.R. INTO THE WORLD TRADING

SYSTEM MUST NOT. BE LOST..

I BELIEVE THAT IT CAN BE DONE IN A WAY WHICH WILL IMPROVE.

THE LIVING STANDARDS OF THE GREAT MAJORITY OF US.

THESE COUNTRIES MUST BE INTEGRATED INTO A WORLD TRADING

SYSTEM WHERE THE RULES ARE FAIR FOR ALL.

THE SYSTEM MUST BE FREED OF SUBSIDIES AND PROTECTIONISM SP

RESOURCES CAN BE DEVELOPED. THE PRINCIPLE OFI COMPARATIVE

ADVANTAGE SHOULD APPLY SO PEOPLE EVERYWHERE CAN AFFORD TO

BUY THE PRODUCTS THAT ARE PRODUCED AND DEVELOPED THROUGH

THIS SYSTEM.
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AH:11!;TANCE WILL BE REQUIRED BUT IT MUST BE PROVIDED IN 

mOCH A WAY THAT ALLOWS MARKET RELATED DEVELOPMENT. 

THK ASSISTANCE SHOULD BE GIVEN IN SUCH A WAY THAT IT IS 

NOT PERMANENTLY BUILT INTO THE COST STRUCTURES OF FARMING 

OR BUSINESS. 

VOR EXAMPLE, IF IT IS DECIDED THAT SUBSIDISED LOANS ARE 

NP.DED THE SUBSIDY SHOULD BE FOR A FINITE PERIOD. 

cAN I MAKE A PLEA THAT NO MORE AID BE GIVEN IN THE FORM OF 

GjFTED OR CHEAP FOOD. NOTHING DAMAGES FARMERS MORE THAN 

Tio s. AN ARTICLE BY BARRY NEWMAN IN THE WALL STREET 

jOURNAL OF 25 SEPTEMBER 1990 DESCRIBING EVENTS IN POLAND 

illOULD MAKE US ALL AWARE OF HOW DISASTROUS THAT FORM OF 

AID IS. 

BELIEVE THAT THE MOST IMMEDIATE MARKET IF THE STANDARD 

OF LIVING CAN BE RAISED IS IN THE COUNTRIES CONCERNED. 

THERE CERTAINLY WOULD BE AN OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE A MUCH 

GREATER VARIETY OF FOOD THAN HAS BEEN AVAILABLE TO MANY OF 

THE PEOPLE IN RECENT YEARS. 

mUCH OF THIS DEMAND WILL BE MET BY THE FARMERS IN THOSE 

COUNTRIES BUT SOME WILL COME FROM IMPORTS. 
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THE FARMERS OF CENTRAL EUROPE AND THE U.S.S.R. MUST NOT BE 

FORCED TO COMPETE AGAINST SUBSIDISED IMPORTS. ON THE 

OTHER HAND THEY SHOULD FACE COMPETITION FROM UNSUBSIDISED 

IMPORTS SO THEIR EFFICIENCY CAN BE MEASURED AND SO THEY 

CAN GET AN ACCURATE MEASURE ON WHAT THEY SHOULD BE GROWING. 

THEY MUST ALSO BE GIVEN ACCESS TO WORLD MARKETS SO THEY 

CAN HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO PROSPER THROUGH TRADE. THEIR 

EXPORTS SHOULD NOT BE SUBSIDISEED. 

COUNTRIES ARE ALWAYS GOING TO HAVE AN ADVANTAGE IN THEIR 

OWN MARKETS. ONLY A REASONABLY SMALL PORTION OF THE 

WORLDS FOOD PRODUCTION IS AND WILL BE TRADED. HOWEVER 

FARMERS EVERYWHERE SHOULD BE ABLE TO LOOK UPON THE WORLD 

AS THEIR MARKET. 

OTHER COUNTRIES SHOULD BE ABLE TO HANDLE THE COMPETITION 

AND TAKE THE OPPORTUNITIES WHICH WILL COME FROM SUCH A 

SYSTEM. 

NO COUNTRY HAS ANY PLACE IN THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET PLACE 

IF IT CHOOSES TO PROTECT OR SUBSIDISE ITS AGRICUL!TURE. 

THIS IS THE DILEMA FOR THE EEC AND THE EFTA COUNTRIES. 

ARE THEY PREPARED TO MEET THIS CHALLENGE OR ARE THEY GOING 



TO TRY AND KEEP A COCOON OF PROTECTION ROUND THEMSELVES. 

I KNOW THAT A NUMBER OF EEC PERSONALITIES HAVE PUT 

CONSIDERABLE TIME AND RESOURCE INTO PERSUADING PEOPLE FROM 

CENTRAL EUROPE THAT THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY IS THE 

MECHANISM THAT SHOULD BE USED FOR DEVELOPING THEIR 

AGRICULTURE. 

I CAN SEE THAT THIS WOULD HAVE SOME ATTRACTION TO CENTRAL 

EUROPEAN AND U.S.S.R. FARMERS WHO HAVE OBSERVED THE WEALTH 

WESTERN EUROPEANS WERE ABLE TO CAPTURE THROUGH THE 

SEVENTIES AND EARLY EIGHTIES. 

I ASK OUR FRIENDS TO THINK VERY CAREFULLY BEFORE THEY TAKE 

THAT STEP. 

I CAN UNDERSTAND THE REASON THAT THE C.A.P. WAS SET-UP IN 

THE FIRST PLACE. THOSE CONDITIONS NO LONGER APPLY AND THE 

C.A.P. HAS DEVELOPED INTO A MONSTER WHICH CUTS RIGHT 

ACROSS THE PRINCIPLES OF FREE AND FAIR TRADE. 

IT IS NOT AN EXAGERATION TO SAY THAT IT IS %DESPISED BY 

MOST OF THE REST OF THE WORLD. IT IS VERY EXPENSIVE TO 

ADMINISTER AND IT IS CERTAINLY NOT FULLFILLING THE SOCIAL 

OBJECTIVES PEOPLE HAVE FOR IT. 

108 
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• 

THE COST, IS IN MANY RESPECTS, CARRIED BY THE FARMERS OF 

THE REST OF THE WORLD. IT IS A COST THAT THEY CANNOT BEAR 

NOW AND IF IT WAS EXPANDED TO INCLUDE CENTRAL EUROPE AND 

THE U.S.S.R. THAT COST WOULD BE INTOLERABLE. 

THE ANSWER IS FOR AGRICULTURE INTERNATIONALLY TO BECOME 

MUCH MORE MARKET ORIENTATED. THE SYSTEMS OF CENTRAL AND 

WESTERN EUROPE HAVE BOTH FAILED IN THEIR OWN WAYS. 

WE NOW HAVE A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY THROUGH THE GATT 

NEGOTIATIONS WHICH COULD ENABLE EFFICIENT FARMERS 

EVERYWHERE TO PROSPER. 

I BELIEVE THAT WE NEED A DIVERSE FORM OF FARM OWNERSHIP 

BUT I AM SURE THAT IT IS THE FAMILY FARMING SYSTEM THAT 

WILL BE ABLE TO ADAPT BEST TO THE CHALLENGE AND BECOME 

DOMINANT. 

IT WILL NOT BE EASY FOR THE ECONOMIES OF CENTRAL EUROPE 

AND THE U.S.S.R. TO INTERNATIONALISE. 

SUCH A CHANGE HAS CAUSED US GREAT DIFFICULTY IN NEW 

ZEALAND AND I DO NOT THINK OUR PROBLEMS, DIFFICULT AS THEY 

WERE ARE NEARLY AS DIFFICULT AS THOSE FACED BY THE 

COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL EUROPE AND THE U.S.S.R. 
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I BELIEVE THAT THESE COUNTRIES DO HAVE TO DO MANY OF THE

THINGS WE HAVE DONE SUCH AS MAKING COSTS LAY WHERE THEY

FALL, ELIMINATING DEFICIT BUDGETING AND FLOATING THEIR

EXCHANGE RATES.

I,AM SURE THE WEST WILL WISH TO HELP WITH FINANCE AND

TECHNICAL ADVICE.

THE. WEST HOWEVER, IN MANY RESPECTS HAS AN EVEN GREATER

CHALLENGE.

IS IT PREPARED TO OFFER FREE AND FAIR TRADE?

IS IT PREPARED TO OPEN ITS BORDERS?

IS IT PREPARED TO PHASE DOWN ITS MASSIVE MARKET DISTORTING

INTERNAL SUPPORT?

AND PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY IS IT PREPARED TO GIVE UP ITS

EXPORT SUBSIDIES?

IT WILL HAVE TO DO ALL THESE THINGS IF CENTRAL ÉUROPE AND

THE U.S.S.R. ARE TO BE SUCCESSFULLY INTEGRATED INTO THE

WORLD TRADING SYSTEM.

ANYTHING LESS WILL END IN FAILURE AND DESPAIR.
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THIS WOULD HAVE GRAVE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PEACE OF, THE 

WORLD AND THE CAPITALIST SYSTEM. 

MY COUNTRY IS PREPARED TO MEET THE CHALLENGE. 

WE ARE PREPARED TO MEET THE COMPETITION AND TAKE THE 

OPPORTUNITIES THAT WILL ARISE FROM SUCH INTEGRATION. 

WE WILL BE HAPPY TO BUY AND SELL IN THE EXPANDED 

MARKETPLACE. 

WE ARE ONLY A SMALL COUNTRY. 

WE WILL PLAY OUR PART BUT THE INTEGRATION CAN ONLY SUCCEED 

IF THE EEC AND THE USA ARE PREPARED TO REALLY MEET THE 

CHALLENGE. 

IT IS VITAL FOR THE REST OF THE WORLD THAT THEY DO. 
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Walter Kittel 

State Secretary 

Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Forestry 

The Importance of the integration of the countries of Central and Eastern 

Europe into the global trading system, in particular vith regard to their 

relationship with the EC 

First of all, I would like to express my most sincere thanks to the 

organizer, the International Policy Council on Agriculture and Trade, for 

affording me this opportunity to set out, in this forum, my thoughts on the 

subject: "The importance of the integration of the countries of Central 

and Eastern Europe into the global trading system, in particular with 

regard to their relationship with the EC". 

I am in the fortunate position that this is no academic question for me; on 

the contrary: at present I am quite practically and intensively involved in 

the current process of the integration of the former GDR's economy into the 

economic system of the Federal Republic of Germany and the European 

Communities. And although I am still under the pressure of the 

requirements of political day-to-day business, which force me to take quick 

decisions and initiatives in agricultural and trade policies, I have 

nevertheless not ceased to try and orient my actions at vell restablished 

economic policy principles. So I would now like to try and present my 

experience, also in the case of the former GDR, in concrete terms, as a 

model for a practical vork of reformation. 
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The former situation in the Central and East European COMECON region

The familiar situation of the external trade relations formerly prevailing

in the Central and East European COMECON countries needs only a few words

of explanation;

Centrally planned economy, vhose goal of production was autarky, was

characterized by;

- a foreign trade state monopoly;

- bilateralism of trade relations;

= including the control of foreign trade by agreed selling and buying

quotas;

- hence, imports only served as a stopgap;

- the absence of convertible currencies and

- the refusal to grant access to foreign capital.

However, the attempt was made.to achieve a division of labour by regions

within the COMECON, which meant that certain COMECON countries had to

develop certain key industries in order to supply the rest of the COMECON

area. As to the necessary imports, preference was given to commodities

from other countries of the COMECON region.

This economic and external trading system, which wanted to evade

integration into the global trading system for fear of becomipg dependent,

had certain implications which must be rated in a negative vay from our

1

point of view:
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- a small volume of foreign trade as against that of free world trade, 

vhich, in addition,  was  not determined by comparative cost advantages; 

- trade and prosperity grew to a minor extent only in comparison with the 

market economy of the Western industrial nations vith its division of 

labour; 

- an alarmingly great loss of international competitiveness, as is now 

becoming evident in the economic and, in particular, in the agricultural 

sectors of the former GDR; 

- thus, a vicious circle developed: the hardly competitive industry of the 

COMECON countries lost its international competitiveness to an every-

growing degree, since it closed itself off from the free international 

trading system. 

Reform programmes en route tovards a market economy system according to the 

Western model  

Analyzed by numerous economic scientists from Western and also from Eastern 

Europe, this development, for reasons of situational constraints, finally 

called for economic reform programmes with a viev to achieving the aim of 

supplying the population with foodstuffs and consumer goods at reasonable 

prices; not to mention all the other economic policy growth qbjectives. 

Hence, the last few years have seen a real vave of efforts at both economic 

and political reforms sweep through all Central and East European 
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countries, which is now carrying us - through quite
a dramatic stage of

transition - towards new shores.

All COMECON states launched legislatory reform measures and reshaped a

number of economic instruments which had partly been sacrosanct for a long

time: central economic policies were made, part of the land became freely

available, enterprises were given an opportunity to trade with foreign

countries, a transition to convertible currencies took place, and capital

for investment into.joint ventures was invited.

However, all these reforms differ as to their extent and rate of

realization, i.e. the approaches made by the various countries are either

radical or moderate.

The most radical transition is currently underway in the former GDR where

the switch to the EC internal market and to free international trade is

taking place, so to speak, from scratch. Here the "moment of truth" has

come, which means that the economic competitiveness of the 5 new Federal

states - the former GDR - is put to the test on the markets of the entire

Federal Republic of Germany and of the other EC member states as well as on

the international markets.
And it has shown that agriculture in the former

GDR, for example, is characterized by much too high a number of labour per

hectore and that its division into arable and livestock farming is far from

being optimal under economic efficiency aspects; hence, the cost of

production is much too high as well.

At the same time this means for the former GDR's economy that trade flows

which had been internationally agreed and existed for years - as, for
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instance, in agriculture = could no longer be maintained vithin this

liberal economic system . The'reasons is that there is no "market" any more

in the former GDR for imports from other COMECON countries, i .e . the buyers

developed different preferences, and that the previous buyers in the

COMECON countries can no longer pay the DM prices charged for exports from

the former GDR .

Even Poland and Hungary have set a quick pace in implementing their reform

measures, knowingly accepting the "frictional losses" of an economic

restructuring process as, for example ; manifested in - a decline in

purchasing power and in employment . The result vas protests on the part of

farmers and consumers .

The other COMECON countries prefer a moderate pace of reform in order to

avoid social tensions and to keep the repercussions on the income of the

population, on the employment situation and on the economic output as small

as possible .

I should perhaps point out that a number of German economic scientists just

use the example of Poland to defend their viev that an economic reform

should have to be carried out quickly and on a large scale, that subsidies

vould have to be reduce speedily, that strict monetary and vage policies

had to be applied with a view to avoiding inflation, that the state

monopolies be abolished at once, that comprehensive privatization measures

vould have to be initiated, and that the foundation of new eAterprises

vould have to be promoted on a large scale . The conflicts- including

declines in agricultural Incomes and drastic rises in prices-, vhich would
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Inevitably ensue from such measures, would be a more bearable social burden 

than a long-term reform in small steps without any noticeable effect. 

The stance may be plausible from the scientists' point of view- those, 

however, who are politically responsible in the Central and East European 

COMECON countries vill have to develop their ovn course of action, 

optimally adapted to their respective situations, and vill then have to 

take full responsibility for it. 

In this connection, I consider it important to drav your attention to the 

following: It will not be sufficient to create a legislatory framework by 

adopting pages and pages of new legal provisions. What will be . much more 

important is to lay a foundation of reliability and legal security, in 

particular for international business. A solid basis of confidence, a 

reliable climate of investments and - last but not least - a real chance to 

make profits are indispensable for international cooperation. This means 

that: 

- legal provisions must become an economic reality; 

- currencies must be fully convertible. This would, at the same time, 

mean that foreign investors would have to be able to fully transfer 

their profits; 

- we must push on with bringing up and educating suitable qt.:piffled 

vorkers. For the highly developed global economic system will require 

thousands of specialists with a lot of technical know-how, experience 

and a well-balanced sense of judgment. 
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To put it in a nutshell: market economy is not just some form of economy 

but a style of economic management, which means that the framework must be 

imbued vith the spirit of market.  economy. 

The success of an economic reform and of the integration into the global 

economic system will, to a considerable extent, depend on the expansion of 

the respective service sector in the Central and East European COMECON 

countries. Here  I  still see an important weak point. 

Guidelines for the integration into the global trading system 

This brings me to another recommendation vith regard to the question of our 

East European partners which ways and means they should preferably apply on 

their road towards integration into the global trading system: to orient 

foreign trade and payments policy as closely as possible at the principles 

of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) - not because they 

would make a perfect system but because they have time and again proved 

their effectiveness over decades of practical world trade policy. 

These GATT principles are sufficiently known. Let me just mention; 

- the most favoured nation clause; 

- trade control by tariffs and levies rather than by quantitative import 

quotas; 

- the prohibition of excessive export subsidies; 

- the phasing-out of trade barriers; 
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- the permanent world trade dialogue; 

- the settlement of disputes vith binding effect. 

All these GATT rules are based on the unwritten principal of pragmatism. 

it implies not only the dialectic contrast to the doctrine of monopolistic 

state trade but it is also- and actually- the vise expression of fair 

partnership: living conditions- also within the network of international 

economic cooperation- are too diverse LID be controlled by a simple system 

of regulations. Time-and again, it will be essential not to fail to 

imagine oneself in the situation of the foreign partner and to find 

solutions providing an opportunity of reconciling the various economic 

policy interests, which may not fully satisfy anybody but which all those 

concerned vill finally be able to live with. This will certainly require 

much experience, a lot of tact and sensitivity, a high degree of 

understanding, much coordination among the partners sharing the same 

interests, and a great deal of economic diplomacy. But in my opinion this 

are of continuously reconciling different trade policy interests is one of 

the cornerstones of our global economic system. 

A particular feature of the principle of pragmatism is the necessary 

special treatment of the agricultural sector. 

Agriculture in the EC, for example, which has grown over centuries, which 

is characterized by small-scale farms in ample parts of the area and which 

is practiced in many regions less favoured by nature, is, after all, 

competitive to a limited extent only. No politician can assume the 

responsibility for exposing agriculture to the free play of international 
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trade, when in doing so one third of half  of  this farming population would 

be expelled from the ancestral farming profession and the character of 

landscapes and of the land cultivated by.man in the densely populated 

European regions would suffer permanent damage. The EC must expect in this 

case that its partners will be understanding while ve shall offer as a 

price for this understanding attitude our assistance for structural changes 

also in agriculture, and thus for a slow process of shifts socially 

tolerable. Within the EC ve are also ready to support these structural 

changes by precisely measured governmental interventions in the 

agricultural market. Complicated instruments such as direct quantitative 

restrictions of the production of milk, sugar, cereals or vine equally form 

part of these interventions. This is the EC's contribution towards a 

stabilization of world markets. And ve consider it legitimate that this 

should be acknowledged in the Uruguay Round, too. 

I would like to mention what the situation of agriculture is like in the 

former German Democratic Republic: here ve are confronted with enormous 

difficulties of adaptation. Following the elimination of free peasantry 30 

years ago about 4,000 large farms have been set up, a very little 

percentage of which are competitive within the EC. According to our 

assessment half of the persons hitherto employed in the agriculture of the 

former GDR vill have to give up farming in the near future in order to 

ensure an adequate income to the remaining other half of the farming 

population. 

I already notice manifold approaches of the Central and East European 

states to orient their economic and foreign trade and payments policies 

along these GATT principle. Some of these countries have been members of 
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GATT for quite some time. The Czechoslovak Republic was a founder member

in 1948. Poland, Romania and Hungary have later acceded to the Agreement.

Even the Soviet Union recently applied for an observer status to GATT.

However, membership of GATT merely offers the formal setting; it is

decisive and much more important for the states of Central and Eastern

Europe to equally translate the material contents of the GATT regulations

into their actual business life. In this respect I notice, in fact, a

great number of approaches in compliance with my definition of a

"philosophy of pragmatism". Therefore, I am confident- with due care and

quite a few reservations- that the countries of Central and Eastern Europe

are on the right track for integrating their countries into the

international economic system- to their own benefit as well as to that of

their trading partners all over the worldl

The Relations of the EC to the Countries of Central and Eastern Europe

I have been asked- and I also feel urged to do so- to deal with the

relations of the EC to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The

countries of Central and Eastern Europe are not alone in their reformatory

efforts; they have helpful partners in the EC- and also in the other

countries of the Western world.

We experience, in fact, an important phase of radical change. The present

stage can be outlined as follows:

In the meantime, a whole network of trade and cooperation agreements exists

between the EC and this regitin. According to the joint declaration of EC

and COMECON dated 25 June 1988, the overdue normalization of relations was
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completed. Trade and coéperation agreements have been concluded vith 

Hungary, the Czechoslovak Republic, Poland,-the USSR and recently with 

Bulgaria and the former GDR. Negotiations are going with Romania. 

The agreements are focussed on a far-reaching liberalization of imports 

from the respective countries into the EC; namely for Poland and Hungary 

with immediate effect, for the other countries step by step until 1995. 

Furthermore, Poland and Hungary have been admitted, for five years for the 

time being, to the "General Customs Tariff Preference Scheme" of the EC; 

and they have been conceded a further facilitation of imports. 

These trade policy aids have been supplemented by a nev important 

instrument, i.e. a financial aid for the economy. For 1990 the EC made 

available from its budget: 

- a credit line of 200 million ECU for Poland, 

- a credit line of 100 million KECU for Hungary, 

- a further total sum of 200 million kECU for Bulgaria, Romania, the 

Czechoslovak Republic, for Hungary, Yugoslavia and the former GDR. 

(For those who are not familiar with the ECU, I should mention that the 

value of 1 ECU is more than 2 German  Marks.)  

It is intended to increase this economic assistance, in 1991, to the amount 

of 850 million ECU and, in 1992, to 1 billion ECU. In addition, the EC 

gives guarantees for loans to the amount of 1 billion ECU grained by the 

European Investment Bank to the countries of Central an Eastern Europe. 
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Moreover, the Commission of the BC  coordinates the aid measures of the 24 

Western industrial states, in the main identical with the OECD member 

states, in favour of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. 

Which are the motives and goals behind these trade policy measures and 

these economic measures? 

- These states of Central and Eastern Europe vish to speed up their 

economic and political integration into the EC and Western Europe, 

vishing to become full members of the EC in the foreseeable future. 

- Both sides feel urged to hold a regular economic and political dialogue. 

- There is the solidarity of the European Communities with the democratic 

forces in the reformatory states of Central and Eastern Europe. 

- And furthermore, it is imperative to intensify cooperation in the field 

of environmental protection to a considerable extent. 

Of course, the EC equally places expectations in the countries of Central 

and Eastern Europe that they vill, in the course of their reforms oriented 

along democratic and market economy principles, take further steps tovards 

- the rule of law, 

- the respect for human rights, 

- the introduction of multiparty systems, 

- free and confidential elections, 

- an economic liberalization aiming at a market economy system, 
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- the transition to a free convertibility of the currency, 

- the transition to an undistorted internal-price formation, 

- an equal treatment of the different forms of property, including private 

property. 

All of these considerations have induced the Commission of the EC to 

elaborate a concept for the future organization of its relations /o the 

states of Central and Eastern Europe, in fact considerably influence by the 

political initiatives of the Federal Republic of Germany in particular. 

The main item of this concept consists in the further development of the 

existing network of trade and cooperation agreements to become agreements 

of association under Article 238 of the EEC treaty, namely so-called 

"European Agreements", according to the progress of the reformatory efforts 

in these countries. 

The essence of  these European Agreements is intended to consist in: 

- A regular political dialogue, 

- The free movement of goods, similar to the existing Free Trade Agreement 

of the EC with the EFTA states; here a faster pace of liberalization in 

the EC and a slower pace of liberalization in the different states of 

Central and Eastern Europe should be quite possible; 
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- a large-scale economic cooperation, f,i, for modernizing agriculture and 

the food industry, also vith the regard to the protection of the 

environment; 

- a comprehensive assistance for the training and further education of 

specialists; 

- a close scientific and technical cooperation; 

- a financial cooperation - in this context the recently founded European 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development vith a capital stock of 10 

billion ECU will play a particular role; 

- and finally a cooperation in the cultural sector, too. 

The European Council which is the supreme political supervisory organ of 

the EC in essence approved of this concept in Dublin in April 1990, thus 

paving the way for appropriate negotiations which are to.start soon. 

The European Parliament, too, delivered a favourable opinion in the form of 

a comprehensive resolution comprising 57 paragraphs in a session held from 

9 to 13 July 1990. This opinion is an extensive political programme for 

the creation of a peaceful and democratic Europe; it is at the same time 

visionary and pragmatic. I consider it to be a decisive document of this 

significant year. 

The Czechoslovak Republic, Hungary and Poland have submitted concepts of 

their ovn for an association to the EC which are, in the main, in 
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compliance with the concept of the EC. Therefore, the success of the

forthcoming negotiations is foreseeable by now. -

The concept elaborated by the Commission of the EC does not yet comprise

the Soviet Union. Here specific circumstances will have to be taken into

account, for example the size of the Soviet economy. The Commission of the

EC has held exploratory talks on this subject in Moscow and will, in the

near future, submit an appropriate supplementation of its concept. I

consider it to be essential to find a solution on the basis of fair

partnership, aiming at a balanced compensation of interests. It will be

necessary, for example to sound out whether and to which extent the

instrument of a financial aid can be contemplated.

Possible Consequences?

The question was put forward whether data are available already on the

consequences of this development. How will be the expansion of trade among

the countries of Central and Eastern Europe or with the EC or with the

other countries of the world?

At the present time of transition it is difficult to derive specific

conclusive assumptions. Also recent experience concerning the changes in

the foreign trade of the former GDR provide only limited scope for doing

so. However, my personal- and optimistic- assessment suggestp for the

agricultural sector the following probable trends:
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- The big agricultural production capacity existing in the states of 

Central and Eastern Europe which at present  is  not fully used, will be 

made better use of. The market orientation viii  be particularly 

improved, i.e. the quality of products will be improved. 

- This vill lead to an increased performance of the individual, ail the 

more, if we succeed in creating tangible incentives. 

- Vhen the purchasing power of the population increases, the agricultural 

policy goal of good-quality food, in adequate supply and at reasonable 

prices in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe viii  be more and 

more within reach. 

- it will probably be possible to increase agricultural trade not only 

vithin this region but also towards other countries and the EC; however, 

according to market requirements the flow of goods vill have to be 

considerably restructured. In this process high-quality processed goods 

will enjoy best opportunities. By the vay: My  assessment is confirmed 

by the recent increased of Hungarian agricultural exports to Western 

Europe. 

I would like to conclude vith the folloving remarks: 

According to the Swiss cultural historian, Jacob Burckhardt, European 

history as a whole can be interpreted as a permanent change i the strive 

of specific states for hegemony and of a subsequent period of equilibrium 

in the European family of nations. 
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We experience a decisive and singular moment in history : There is at

present no state in Europe striving for hegemony in one or the other vay,

neither for political, nor for military or economic hegemony .

The vision of a pan-European equilibrium emerges, based on the peaceful

striving of partners for economic velfare, for the conservation of the

European environment, and for the care for the cultural heritage . One of

the essential elements is the vision of an all-European trading and

economic system oriented along market economy principles and integrating

the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, a vision vhich, in the main ,

can be traced to the father of modern European integration, Jean Monnet .

This i s a challenge for the politicians in Western, Central and Eastern

Europe to proceed, with lucid minds and cool heads, in their efforts

towards gradually translating this vision into reality .

For the achievement of this goal, I wish all among us bearing political

responsibility the best of luck and success!
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State of Brandenburg 
Bezirksvervaltungsbehoerde  Potsdam 
Heinrich-Mann-Allee 107 
DO-1560 Potsdam 
GERMANY 
Phone: (37)33-36668 
Pax: 
Telex: 15461 DD 

Mr. Heikki Haavisto 
Chairman 
Farmers' Union MTK 
Simokatu 6 
00100 Helsinki 
FINLAND 
Phone: (358)0-131151 
Fax: (358)0-13-115425 
Telex: (857)12 2-474 MTK SF 

Dr. Antal Hajagos 
Spokesman, Free Democratic Party 
Chairman, Hungarian Farmers' Fed. 
VIII Derl Miksa u.10 
1084 Budapest 

• HUNGARY 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Telex: 
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Mr. Peter Hajnal 
Managing Director 
Produkten Handels AG 
Burglistrasse 21 
CH-8002 Zurich 
SWITZERLAND 
Phone: (41)1-201-74-24 
Fax: (41)1-202-5315 
Telex: (845)817325 PHZ CH 

Dr. Peter Halmai 
Scientific Adviser, Head of Chair 
Institute for Management and 
Postgraduate Training 
University of Agriculture 
IDA u.2 
H-1143 Budapest 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)11-22-7222 

or (36)11-21-1620 
Fax: (36)11-223259 
Telex: 226567 

Mr. Andrew M. Hamilton 
Economist 
State Department 
2800 Woodley Rd., NV, Apt. 42 
Washington, DC 20008 
USA 
Phone: (202)462-7821 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Mr. Simon Harris 
Director for Corporate Affairs 
British Sugar plc 
P.O. Box 26, Oundle Road 
Peterborough PE2 9OU 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Phone: (44)733-63171 
Fax: (44)733-63068 
Telex: (851)32149 or (851)32273 

Mr. Paul H. Hatfield 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Protein Technologies International 
Ralston-Purina Company 
Checkerboard Square 
St. Louis, MO 63188 
USA 
Phone: (314)982-2484 
Fax: (314)982-3890 
Telex: 

Dr. Dale Hathaway 
Vice President 
Consultants International Group, Inc. 
1616 H Street, N.V. 
Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 
USA 
Phone: (202)783-7000 
Fax: (202)393-4655 
Telex: 248924 (CIG) 

Dr. Bohdan Hawrylyshyn 
Chairman 
IMI KIEV 
4, Chemin de Conches 
Case postale 5 
1231 Conches-Geneva 
SWITZERLAND 
Phone: (41)22-7891326 
Fax: (41)22-7892643 
Telex: 

Mr.  borne Hehn 
President 
United Grain Growers Ltd. 
Box 6600 
Winnipeg MAN R3C 3A7 
CANADA 
Phone: (204)944-5552 
Fax: (204)944-5415 
Telex: (369)0757809 

The Honorable Mats Hellstrom 
Minister 
Department of Agriculture 
Drotninggatan 21 
103 33 Stockholm 
SWEDEN 
Phone: (46)8-763-10-00 
Fax: (46)8-20-64-96 
Telex: (854)15681 

Mr. Franz C. Helm 
General Manager 
AGRAR Consulting GMBH Einbeck 
P.O. Box 146 
Grimsehlstr. 31 
D-3352 Einbeck 
GERMANY 
Phone: (49)5561-311210 
Fax: (49)5561-311500 
Telex: (841)556118 INS 

Mr. Hisao Hirato 
Senior Economist 
International Policy Planning Division 
Ministry of Ag., Forestry and Fisheries 
1-2-1 Kasumigaseki 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100 
JAPAN 
Phone: (81)3-591-0751 
Fax: (81)3-580-8592 
Telex: 
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Mr . Victor Hjort
Agricultural Counsellor
Central and Eastern Europe
Ministry of Agricultur e
2 . Afdeling
Copenhagen
DENMARK
Phone :
Fax:
Telex:
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Mr Pierre Hochuli
Directo r
Crop Chemicals/Plant Science/Animal
Science
Europe-Africa & Middle East
Monsanto Europe S .A ./N .V .
270-272 Avenue de Tervuren
1150 Brussels
BELGIUM
Phone : (32)2-761-4202
Fax : (32)2-761-4040
Telex : (846)6292 7

Mr . Noel Edward Hol t
Divisional Personnel and Administration

Directo r

Food Distribution Division
Booker PLC
Equity House
Irthlingborough Road

Vellingborough, Northants 'NN8 INZ
UNITED KINGDO M
Phone : (44)933-440404
Fax : (44)933-229361
Telex :

Ms . Marge Hughes
Economist
United States Government
9075 Jackson Lan e
Great Falls, VA 22066
USA
Phone : (703)759-2013
Fax :
Telex :

Dr . Tadeusz Hune k
Professor, Rural and Ag . Dvlp . Inst .
Polish Academy of Science s
Nowy Sviat 72
0033 Warszawa
POLAND
Phone : (48)22-267594
or (48)22-399829
Fax :
Telex :

Mr . Alexandre Afanasjevich Ivashtchenko
Head of Food Market s
A11-Union Market Research Institute
4 Pudovkine Stree t
119285 Moscow
USSR
Phone : (10288011 00 USSR Moscow)

143-026 1
Fax :
Teleic : 411380 A BIKI S U

Mr . Peter Jackson
Managing Director
British Sugar PLC
P .O . Box 26
Oundle Road
Peterborough PE2 9QU
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone : (44)733-63171
Fax : (44)733-63067
Telex :

Mr . Ing . Frantisek Janatka
Director, Strategic Planning Division
Koospol Co ., Ltd .
tr . E . Benese 178
16067 Prague 6
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Phone : (42)2-363926
Fax : (42)2-345572
Telex : 121121 KOOSE

Dr . Libor Jansky
Head of Planning, Irrigation
and Drainage Project s

Nat'l Ctr . of Soil and Water Eng ./SMS
Budkova 36
81715 Bratislava
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Phone : (42)7-375580
Fax :
Telex : 792678

Mr . Charles Johnson
Senior Vice President
Pioneer Hi-Bred Int'l, Inc .
700 Capital Square
400 Locus Stree t
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
USA
Phone : (515)245-3623
Fax : (515)245A650
Telex :



Dr. D. Gale Johnson 
Professor 
Economics Department 
University of Chicago 
1126 East 59th Street 
Chicago, IL 60637 
USA 
Phone: (312)702-8251 
Fax: (312)702-8490 
Telex: 

Mr. Marek Jurecki 
Director 
CIECH Agrochemia 
ul. Jasna 12 
P.O. Box 271 
00-950 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: (48)22-263585 
Fax: (48)22-265745 
Telex: (867)814561 CIE PL 

Dr. Ladislav Kabat 
Rector and Head 
Univ. of Agriculture, Nitra 
Department of Operations Research 
949 76 Nitra 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Phone: (42)87-411152 
Fax: (42)87-411-593 
Telex: 
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Ms. Lynn Karcich 
Economic Officer 
US Department of State 
7434 Coleshire Drive 
Apartment 8 
McLean, VA 22102 
USA 
Phone: (703)821-0433 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Mr. Montague Keen 
Farm Manager 
School Barn Farm 
Pentlow Sudbury 
SUFFOLK C010 7JN 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Mr. Jeremy Keenan 
Europe 2000 - Dower House Publications 
7a Westminster St. 
Yeowil 
Somerset, BA20 1AF 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Phone: (44)935-29489 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Mr. Andrzej Kacala 
Member 
Klub Parlamentarny, Solidarnosc 
ul. Wiejska 4/6 
00-902 Warszawa 
POLAND 
Phone: (42)2-6941525 
Fax: (48)2-6941711 
Telex: 

Mr. Branko Kalinic 
Director 
Yugoslav Grain Association 
29. Novembar 65 
11000 Belgrade 
YUGOSLAVIA 
Phone: (38)11-320-241 or 327-845 
Fax: (38)11-320-244 
Telex: 72730 ZITO F YU 

Mr. Tatsuo Kaneda 
Senior Research Fellow 
The Japan Institute of International 
Affairs 
Mon i Building No. 19 
1-2-20 Toranomon 
Minato-ku, Tokyo 
JAPAN 
Phone: (81)3-503-7267 
Fax: (81)3-595-1755 
Telex: 02223469 

Dr. Kelemen 
GABONA Grain Trading Co., Ltd. 
Dorottya V.1 
H-1051 Budapest V. 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)11-186231 
Fax: (36)11-181299 
Telex: 224451 

Mr. Peter Kereszies 
Journalist 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 
Hilton Tower 
Boulevard de Waterloo 39 
Box 7A 
Brussels 
BELGIUM 
Phone: (32)2-5139080 
Fax: (32)2-5135599 
Telex: 

Dr. Alexander Khlebnikov 
Senior Expert 
Soviet Foreign Economic Consortium 
3 T. Shevchenko Emb. 
Moscow 121248 
USSR 
Phone: (7-095)243-1404 
Fax: (7-095)243-42-33 
or (7-095)243-1661 
Telex: 412100 
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Mr. M. Kievit
Commercial Director
Richco Rotterdam B.V.
Coolsingel 139
3012 AG Rotterdam
NETHERLANDS
Phone: (31)10-4044400
Fax: (31)10-4129635
Telex: (844)26600

Mr. David King
Secretary General
International Federation of
Agricultural Producers

21 Rue Chaptal
75009 Paris-
FRANCE
Phone: (33)1-4526-0553
Fax: (33)1-4874-7212
Telex: (842)281210 IFAP

Mr. J.F. Kirsten
Agricultural Attache
Embassy of South Africa
Trafalgar Square
London WC2N5DP
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone: (44)71-930-4488
Fax: (44)71-321-0836
Telex:

Mrs. Marie Kirsten
Development Bank
Headway Hill, Midrand
P.O. Box 1234
Halfway House 1685
SOUTH AFRICA
Phone: (27)11-313-3021
Fax: (27)11-313-3628
Telex:

Mr. Geza Kisivan
General Director
Meat Industrial Plant of Budapest
Gubacsi ut 6
1097 Budapest IX
HUNGARY
Phone: (36)1-1343-940
or (36)1-1343-174
Fax: (36)1-1336-868
Telex: (860)224422

The Honorable Secretary Walter Kittel
Secretary of State
Bundesministerium fur Ernahrung
Landwirtschaft und Forsten
Rochusstr. 1
D-5300 Bonn
GERMANY
Phone: (49)228-5294385
Fax: (49)228-5294307
Telex:

Mr. Oleg A. Klimov
Chairman
Exportkhleb
Smolenskaja Sennaja 32-34
121200 Moscow
USSR
Phone: (7-095)2441247
Fax: (7-095)2539069
Telex: 411145

Mr. Kliukatch
Head of Department
A11-Union Scientific Research

Institute on Ag. Economy
Horoshevskoye Shosse 35/2, K2
123007 Moscow
USSR
Phone: (7-095)195020
Fax: (7-095)2000294
Telex:

Ms. Tamara A. Kloeckl
Program Assistant
International Policy Council
on Agriculture and Trade

1616 P Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
USA
Phone: (202)328-5117
Fax: (202)265-8069
Telex: 6503049611 (VUI)

Mr. F.W. Knight
Deputy Group Chief Executive
United Biscuits ( Holdings) plc
Grant House, P.O. Box 40
Syon Lane, Isleworth
Middlesex TW7 5NN
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone: (44)81-5603131
Fax: (44)81-8475295
Telex: (851)8954657

Hr. Kazuya Kodama
Counselor
Mitsui & Co., Ltd.
2-1, Ohtemachi
1-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100
JAPAN
Phone: (81)3-285-7011 or 5754
Fax: .(81)3-285-537
Telex: J 22253
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Dr. Boris Kolev 
Member of Parliament 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
31, P. Slaveikov Boulevard 
Sofia 1463 
BULGARIA 
Phone: (35)92-528037 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Ms. Irina Konovalova 
Journalist 
RURAL LIFE 
ul. Pravdy, 24 
Moscow A-B ? 
USSR 
Phone: (7-095)230-2900 
Fax: (7-095)230-2842 
Telex: 

Dr. Maria S. Kostyal 
Associate Professor 
.Budapest Univ. of Economic Sciences 
Fovam ter / Dimitrov ter 
1093 Budapest 8 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36) 
Fax: (36)11-175068 
Telex: 

Mr. Peter Kovacs 
Chairman 
BritCair Ltd. 
Stafford House 
Station Road 
Aldershot GUll 1BA 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Phone: (44)252-333314 
Fax: (44)252-343210 
Telex: (851)859879 

Mr. Rafal Krawczyk 
Economic Advisor 
Polish People's Party 
Grzybowska 4 
00-131 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: (48)22-206020 
Fax: (48)22-298102 
Telex: 814367 PSL PL 

Dr. Daniel Lacfi 
GABONA Grain Trading Co., Ltd. 
Dorottya V.1 
H-1051 Budapest V. 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)11-186231 
Fax: (36)11-181299 
Telex: 224451 

Mr. Joseph Lapid 
Journalist 
THE EUROPEAN 
20 LaSalle St. 
Tel Aviv 62409 
ISRAEL 
Phone: (9723)627-2227 
Fax: (9723)527-1199 
Telex: 

Mr. H. Bruce Lerner 
Planning Manager 
Du Pont de Nemours 
137 Rue de l' Universite 
75334 Paris Cedex 07 
FRANCE 
Phone: (33)45-506062 
Fax: (33)45-555063 
Telex: 206772 

Mr. Emmanuel Libbrecht 
Deputy Vice-President 
International Economic Agreements 
Nestle SA 
Avenue Nestle 55 
CH-1800 Vevey 
SWITZERLAND 
Phone: (41)21-924-2161 
Fax: (41)21-921-1885 
Telex: 

Mr. H. Lodders 
Member of the Executive Committee 
BP Nutrition 
Box 220 
5830 AE Boxmeer 
NETHERLANDS 
Phone: (31)8855-89-346 
Fax: (31)8855-71-885 
Telex: 

Dr. Tomasz Lonc 
Institute of Agriculture and 
Food Economics 
ul. Swietokrzyska 20 
02-904 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Mr. Gerhard Lopata ' 
Director, East European Operations 
Pioneer Staaten AG 
Pioneer Strasse, Industrieglande 
Vienna A-7111 
AUSTRIA 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Telex: 
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Mr. Radko Loucka
Ing., Ph.D.
Research Institute of Animal Prod.
Uhrineves
104 00 Praha 10
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Phone: (42)2-750-221
Fax: (42)2-750-690
Telex: (849)121240

Ms. Valerie Lucznikovska
President
Lucznikowska & Associates
12 Gramercy Park South
New York, NY 10003
USA
Phone: (212)777-7997
Fax: (212)533-2509
Telex:
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Mr. Novak Ludovit
Head of GPS Farm
Statny Vyskumno - Vyrobny Hydinarsky
Podnik
Trnavska Cesta
900 86 Budmerica
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Phone: (42)704-94228
Fax:
Telex: 92317

Sir Ronald MacIntosh
Consultant
Department of Trade and Industry
c/o 24 Ponsonby Terrace
London SW1P 4QA
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone: (44)71-821-6106
Fax:
Telex:

Dr. Istvan Major
Assistant Undersecretary
Ministry of International Economic
Relations
v. Honved u. 13-15
H-1880 Budapest
HUNGARY
Phone:
Fax:
Telex:

Mr. Andrzej Makacewicz
President
Polish Foundation
Gornoslaska 9/11
00-943 Warszawa
POLAND
Phone: (48)22-215608
Fax: (48)22-281666
Telex: 817245

Mr. Hidero Maki
Senior Vice President
Japan International Cooperation Agency
Box 216, Mitsui Building
Nishi-shin jyuku-ku
Tokyo 163
JAPAN
Phone: (81)3-3465002
Fax: (81)3-3465032
Telex:

Mr. Miroslav Martis
Adviser to the Minister
Federal Committee for the Environment
Slezska Street No. 9
120 29 Praha 2
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Phone: (42)2-256488
Fax: (42)2-2152659
Telex:

Mr. W.E. Mason
Consultant
United Biscuits (Holdings) plc
Grant House, P.O. Box 40
Syon Lane, Isleworth
Middlesex TW7 5NN
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone: (44)81-5603131
Fax: (44)81-8475295
Telex: (851)8954657

Mr. Enshiro Matsuyama
Managing Director-Foods
Mitsubishi Corporation
3-1, Marunouchi, 2-chome
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo
JAPAN
Phone: (81)3-210-2354
Fax: (81)3-210-8079
Telex: (781)33333 MCTOK AJ

Mr. Paul McCarthy
General Partner
FINARC Imports, L.P.
248 Pinewood
Trumbull, CT 06611
USA
Phone: (203)386-9898
Fax:
Telex:

Mr. Dean A. Mefford
President
Ralston Purina International
Ralston Purina Company
Checkerboard Square
St. Louis, MO 63164
USA
Phone: (314)982-3260
Fax: (314)982-1613
Telex: 192882
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Mr. Jozsef Menyhel 
Presi  dent  
Hungarian Small-Scale 

Producers and Contractors 
Petofi S. u.10 
6000 Kecskemet 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)76-28092 
Fax: (36)76-28774 
Telex: 26810 

Dr. M.D. Merbis 
Centre for World Food 

Studies of the Free Univ. 
De Boelelaan 1105 
1081 HV Amsterdam 
THE NETHERLANDS 
Phone: (31)20-548-4622 
Fax: (31)20-425-525 
Telex: 

Dr. Christo Mermersky 
Professor 
Interuniversity - Sofia 
C/O Vasil Aprilov St. 
Sofia 1504 
BULGARIA 
Phone: (3592)43-9533 
Fax: (3592)65-8276 
Telex: 

Mr. Sandor Meszaros 
President 
Nadudvar lsz. Hungary - Nadudvar 
Voros Hadsereg u. 119 
H-4181 Budapest 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)52-80541 
Fax: (36)52-80555 
Telex: 72291 

Mr. George Mezelas 
Veterinary Surgeon - Hygenist 
Scientific and Technological Options 
Assessment 

European Parliament 
Schuman Building 4/48 
Luxembourg L-2929 
LUXEMBOURG 
Phone: (352)4300-2536 
Fax: (352)436972 or 435359 or 439492 
Telex: 

Dr. Liberty Mhlanga 
General Manager and Director 
Ag. and Rural Development Authority 
P.O. Box 8439, Causeway 
Harare 
ZIMBABWE 
Phone: (263)4-700095 

(263)4-8829311 
Fax: (263)4-705847 
Telex: 

Mr. Laszlo Miklos 
Director 
Budapesti Baromfifeldélgozo Vallalat 
Nagytetenyi u.74-76 
1222 Budapest 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)11-226-5908 
Fax: (36)11-226-5198 
Telex: 224748 

Mr. Istvan Mikus 
Head of Consultancy Office 
Agromarketing Co. Ltd. 
Luther u. 4-6 
1087 Budapest 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)11-136017 
Fax: (36)11-336114 
Telex: 

Mr. William Miner 
Senior Research Associate 
Institute for Research on Public Policy 
275 Slater Street (5th Floor) 
Ottawa, ONTARIO KIP 5H9 
CANADA 
Phone: (613)238-2296 
Fax: (613)235-8237 
Telex: (369)0536258 

Ms. Zanny Minton-Beddoes 
Advisor 
Ministry Finance 
Svietokrzyske 12 
00-950 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: (68)22-6945974 
Fax: (48)22-266955 
Telex: 

Mr. Alexi V. Mishtchénko 
Consultant, Committee on 
Agrarian Questions and Foodstuffs 

Supreme Soviet 
Prospekt Kalina 27 
Room 2103 
Moscow USSR 
Phone: (7-095)203-7569 
Fax: 
Telex: 



Mr. Kazumi Nakagawa 
President and Managing Director 
International Corn Company-ICCO-N.V. 
De Keyserlei 5, Box 20 
2018 Antwerpen 
BELGIUM 
Phone: (32)3-233-9415 
Fax: (32)3-233-2792 
Telex: (846)73029 

Mr. Viktor Nazarenko 
Head 
All-Union Institute on 
Agroindustrial Economic Research and 

Information 
Orlikov per. 3 
107139 Moscow 
USSR 
Phone: (7-095)2044900 
Fax: (7-095)2000294 
Telex: 

Dr. Steven B. Nemeth 
Director, East Europe 
American Soybean Association 
Gatterburggasse 18/2/3 
A-1190 Vienna 
AU STRIA  
Phone: (43)1-368218 
Fax: (43)1-3691661 
Telex: 135132 

Mr. Ivan Nikiforuk 
Counsellor, Agricultural Affairs 
Embassy of the U.S.S.R. 
Belwederska 49 
00-761 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: (48)22-21-55-75, 21-34-53 
Fax: 
Telex: (867)813356 phzr pl 

The Honorable Dennis Norman 
Minister of Transport - National 
Supplies 
Ministry of Transport 
8109 Causeway 
Harare 
ZIMBABWE 
Phone: (263)4-726661 
Fax: 
Telex: 
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Mr. J. C. Mitchell 
Chairman, ICI East Europe 
Imperial Chemical Industries PLC 
9 Milbank 
London SW1P 3JF 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Phone: (44)71-798-5079 
Fax: (44)71-798-5183 
Telex: (851)21324 

Mr. Roman Mlyniec 
Director General 
CHZ Rolimpex 
ul. Chalubinskiego 8 
00-613 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: (48)30-0630 or 30-10-00 
Fax: (48)30-0765 
Telex: 814341 ROLX PL 

Ms. Beata Moskala 
Interpreter 
Ministry of Ag. and Food Economy 
ul. Wspolna 30 
00-930 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: (48)22-282063 
Fax: (48)22-218987 
Telex: 814597-98 

Mr. John R. Moss, C.B. 
Consultant 
Associated British Foods 
Veston Centre Bowater House 
68 Knightsbridge 
London SW1X 7LR 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Phone: (44)71-589-6363 (WORK) 
Fax: (44)71-584-8560 
Telex: (851)263255 

Mrs. Jarkinay Musaeva 
Candidate of Economic Science 
Kirghiz Institute of Researches on 

Economy of Agriculture 
Lenin Avenue 162-57 
Frunze-Kirghiz SSR 
US SR  
Phone: 220469 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Mr. Tibor Nagy 
President 
Elore Cooperative 
Kossuth u. 38 
6795 Bordany 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)62-82-211 
Fax: (36)62-82-174 
Telex: 82575 
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Dr. Ladislav Nozdrovicky 
Associate Professor 
Univ. of Agriculture, Nitra 
Dept. of Mechanization of Crop 
Production 
Lomonosovova 2 
94976 Nitra 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Phone: (42)87-411152 
Fax: (42)87-23688 
Telex: 98445 

Ms. Rachel Nugent 
Economist 
NSIAD/Trade Energy and Finance 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N.V. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 
USA 
Phone: (202)275-9600 
Fax: 
Telex: 

Mr. Janos Nyerges 
1146 Budapest Abonyi U.14 
Budapest 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)11-426031 or 

(36)11-403449 
Fax:  •  (36)11-183732 
Telex: (860)225646 

Mr. Wojciech Obernikowicz 
Vice Chairman 
Polish People's Party 
Grzybowksa 4 
00-131 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: (48)22-206020 
Fax: (48)22-298102 
Telex: 814367 PSL PL 

Mr. Imre Orban 
Vice President 
Agrimpex Trading Co. Ltd. 
Nador u. 22 
Budapest 1051 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)11-113800 
Fax: (36)11-530658 
Telex: 225751 

Ms. Malgorzata Osinska 
Adviser 
Foreign Investment Agency 
Ul. Chopina 1 
00-559 Warsaw 
POLAND 
Phone: (48)22-293553 
Fax: (48)22-218427 
Telex: 817225 AIZ PL 

Mr. George Osypowicz 
General Director 
Donau Trading Corporation 
1215 17th St., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
USA 
Phone: (202)887-0353 
Fax: (202)293-8684 
Telex: 

Ms. Denise E. Owen 
McIntyre Owen Associates 
Crusader House, 14 Pall Mall 
London SW1Y 5LU 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Phone: (44)71-930-2663 
Fax: (44)71-925-2206 
Telex: (851)21614 IODG 

Dr. Eva Palvolgyi 
Teacher 
EF1S2 / Hungary 
7/B Palfy Street 
Szeged 
HUNGARY 
Phone: (36)62--72340 
Fax: (36)62-14006 
Telex: 

Mr. Josef Parik 
Dipl. Ing. 
Agricultural Party 
Kusova 60 
Prague 5 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Phone: (42)2-530186 
Fax: (42)2-538710 
Telex: 

Mr. Jean H. Parotte 
Executive Director 
International Wheat Council 
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